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[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: DITA TC Meeting Minutes -- 5/4/2004

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Wed, 5 May 2004 14:35:03 -0700

Minutes of DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE FIRST PUBLIC MEETING
--------------------------------------------------------

Date:
------
4 May 2004

Attendees:
----------
Comment: Master list from Dave Schell

*Paul Grosso Arbortext, Inc. Prospective Member 
*Don Day IBM Secretary 
*Michael Priestley IBM Prospective Member 
*David Schell IBM TC Chair 
?Paul Antonov Individual Prospective Member 
*France Baril Individual Prospective Member 
*JoAnn T. Hackos Individual Prospective Member 
*Deborah Lapeyre Individual Prospective Member 
?Mary McRae Individual Prospective Member 
*Michael Smith Individual Prospective Member 
*Eliot Kimber Innodata Corporation Prospective Member 
*Seraphim Larsen Intel Prospective Member 
*Bruce Esrig Lucent Technologies Prospective Member 
*Jeffrey Beck National Library of Medicine Prospective Member 
*Indi Liepa Nokia Prospective Member 
?Karl Best OASIS Prospective Member 
?Robin Cover OASIS Prospective Member 
*Stanley Doherty Sun Microsystems Prospective Member 
*Frank Peters Sun Microsystems Prospective Member 
?Bruce Sesnovich Sun Microsystems Prospective Member 
*Sharon Veach Sun Microsystems Prospective Member 
*Jerry Smith US Defense Information Systems Agency 
*Frank Closset, Trisoft BV, Prospective member
*Scott Tsao, Boeing Corporation
*Jamie Clark, OASIS

Apologies:
-----------
None

Agenda:
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-------
 1. Roll call
 2. Welcome by convener: Dave Schell
 3. Election of the chair
 4. Welcome from the OASIS staff
 5. Review of the TC charter:
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/dita/charter.php or
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/tc-announce/200403/msg00016.html
 6. Vote on any standing rules for the TC
 7. Assignment of responsibilities
    editors
    secretary/scribe
    webmaster
    liaisons with other groups
    parliamentarian
 8. Organization of subcommittees
 9. Discussion of contributed work
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/documents.php?wg_abbrev=dita
10. Discuss proposition to W3C Call for Papers Workshop on Web
Applications
    and Compound Documents
    http://www.w3.org/2004/04/webapps-cdf-ws/.
11. Confirmation of meeting schedule 

1. Roll call
------------
    - Carried out by Dave Schell. Voting eligibility of attendees
      for this meeting established.

    - Voting rights depend on date of membership submission (not
      later than 15 days before first public meeting)

2. Welcome by convener: Dave Schell
-----------------------------------
    Dave Schell (IBM) welcomed the participants and thanked the
    proposer team for their contributions.

3. Elections of the chair
-------------------------
    - Don Day elected unopposed

4. Welcome from the OASIS staff 
------------------------------- 
    Jamie Clark of OASIS welcomed the participants --
        - Participants must read and understand the member rules and
          take responsibility for them
        - The Intellectual Property rules must also be read.
          Everything at OASIS is public, nothing is confidential,
          participants must acknowledge/declare their IP interests
        - What is the Charter?  It is the scope of what the TC is
          dealing with - limits what the TC does - "binds the
          committee and what it does"
        - OASIS & DITA -- we need "SIS" focus -- DITA provides that
          focus. Need to understand how it applies to larger space
          outside of documents themselves - how we share
          w/transactional work. Very enthusiastic about this work.
          Including willingness to harvest use cases. 

5. Review of the TC charter
---------------------------
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/dita/charter.php or
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/tc-announce/200403/msg00016.html

    The charter will be reviewed once all the members have read it.

6. Vote on any standing rules for the TC
----------------------------------------
    - Pronunciation of "DITA" -- DITA is pronounced using short
      vowel (as the "i" in "ditto"; does NOT rhyme with "pita"), but
      long vowel also recognized

    - Standing meeting every week, schedule to be adjusted if
      needed.  The schedule is posted on the TC calendar.
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    - It was decided to allow asynchronous ballots (email ballots)
      as a standing rule.  Approved without opposition.

    - The meeting will follow Roberts Rules of Order when needed
      

7. Assignment of responsibilities
---------------------------------
    - Editors
        - Michael Priestley and JoAnn Hackos elected unopposed

    - Secretary/scribe
        - Seraphim Larsen elected unopposed
        - If Seraphim is not present at a meeting, the Chair will
          appoint a secretary for the meeting.
        - Indi Liepa and Dave Schell to send prior notes to Seraphim

    - Webmaster
        - Don proposes that this job be combined with the job of
          Chair -- proposal accepted unopposed
        - Thus Don Day elected unopposed

    - Liaisons with other groups
        - Need DocBook liaison -- noted, but no action taken
        - No proposals made for liaisons with other groups

    - Parliamentarian (to "enforce" Roberts Rules of Order when
required)
        - Eliot Kimber elected unopposed

8. Organization of subcommittees
--------------------------------
    - It was noted that we have a special relationship to the DocBook
TC.

9. Discussion of contributed work
---------------------------------
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/documents.php?wg_abbrev=dita

    - We need to keep a clear distinction (going forward) between
      the DITA *specification* materials (on the OASIS website) and
      the DITA *reference implementation* (on the IBM website).
        - The OASIS site has the specification -- nothing else --
          but the specification material is *complete*
        - The IBM site has additional material but none of it is a
          requirement to use DITA

    - Is there a Getting Started guide? 
        - The User Guide (in progress, being authored by Michael
          Priestley) will include tutorials and thus can be used as
          a getting-started guide.

    - TC is geared toward getting more information out to the larger
      community 

    - What is the DITA sweet spot? 
        - DITA was designed to deliver technical information,
          especially documents in such forms as HTML or PDF
        - Topics - but we "major" in technical documentation because
          that is what we best understand 
        - Technical documentation is too limiting but is an area of
          first expertise 
        - DITA defines a reusable object as a "topic" 
        - DITA allows teams to become up & running quickly with new
          information types 
        - Specialization allows growth of your content model -
          allows you to say what needs to be said and have a
          supporting structure for it.  This differentiates DITA
          from other models. 
        - DITA allows element-level reuse
        - Michael and Don are building a FAQ to address this
          further.  They will be sure to include a discussion of
          maps (esp. to differentiate DITA maps from more generic
          topic maps)

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/documents.php?wg_abbrev=dita


    - Conref - reuse transclusion 

    - Jamie Clark advised that the TC come up with a marketing and
nutshell
      pitch for DITA to answer commonly asked questions.  Dave
      Schell, Michael Priestley, and Bruce Sesnovitch gave some
      ideas.

    - Scott Tsao initiated a discussion of the relationship between
      compound documents and architectural forms.  The discussion
      will be continued on the mailing list, as suggested by the
      Chair.

10. Discuss proposition to W3C Call for Papers Workshop on Web
Applications
    and Compound Documents
------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
    http://www.w3.org/2004/04/webapps-cdf-ws/

    - We have an opportunity to make a position stmt
        - The deadline was 4/30
        - Thus the proposers submitted a stmt -- do we want to
          support it or withdraw it?  Debate will be moved to the
          mailing list, to give time for everyone to read it.
        - The stmt is in the documents section of the website

11. Confirmation of meeting schedule 
------------------------------------
    - Next week at the same time (but only one hour, not two)
    - Dates, times, and meeting details are in the TC calendar on
      the OASIS website

There being no further business before the committee, the meeting
was adjourned.

<end>

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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Subject: Meeting Minutes 5/11/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 11 May 2004 16:38:19 -0700

Meeting Minutes 5/11/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda **
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review schedule for Charter activities (3-month milestone)

    3. Brainstorm: What needs done by August to produce the
specifications?
        - Which kinds of specs are needed? (architectures, schemas)
        - What can be done to bring everyone up to speed quickly?
        - What process to follow to get to consensus?

      Suggested themes for briefings:
        - What is a topic?
        - What is a domain?
        - What is specialization?
        - What are the DITA design principles?
        - What is a typical DITA workflow?
        - How does DITA encourage reuse?

    4. Housekeeping: documents, bug tracking, issue tracking,
       community support

    5. W3C Compound documents paper: review edits; decide to leave/pull

** Minutes **
-------------

    1. Roll call
        o Scott Tsao
        m Eliot Kimber
        m Robin Cover
        m Mary McRae
        m David Schell
        m Paul Grosso
        m Don Day
        m Michael Priestley
        m Seraphim Larsen
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        m Bruce Esrig
        m Bruce Sesnovich
        p Sharon Veach
        o Patricia Best
        o Eric Sirois

        p=prospective; m=member; o=observer

        Regrets from JoAnn Hackos, Michael Smith

        Do we have a quorum?  Yes -- we have 50% (Patricia Best
        verified that quorum for OASIS is 50% of voting membership)

    1a. Review/approve minutes from last week
        - Roster from last week's meeting reflected membership
          status as of the beginning of the call.  Paul Grosso noted
          that the attendee list in the previous minutes was not in
          itself a full representation of initial voting membership
          among all who called. The following list accurately
          reflects the roster of the qualifying Prospective members
          who attended the first call, and therefore are initial
          Voting Members of the TC as of its first meeting, May 4,
          2004:

            - Michael Smith 
            - Indi Liepa 
            - Eliot Kimber 
            - Jerry Smith 
            - Robin Cover 
            - Stanley Doherty    
            - Mary McRae       
            - David Schell 
            - Paul Grosso 
            - Michael Priestley  
            - France Baril 
            - JoAnn T. Hackos    
            - Deborah Lapeyre    
            - Paul Antonov 
            - Jeffrey Beck 
            - Seraphim Larsen    
            - Frank Peters 
            - Bruce Esrig 
            - Bruce Sesnovich    
            - Don Day

        - Regarding item 7 -- DocBook liaison -- Michael Smith has
          proposed to be the liaison. Approved without objection.

        - No more corrections or comments on last week's minutes.
          Minutes from last week are approved, except for the
          clarification about the membership status.
         

    2. Review schedule for Charter activities (3-month milestone)
        - End date for this milestone is August 10th
        - What ground are we trying to cover? (see item 3 below)
        - The goal is to submit a committee-approved draft by this date

    3. Brainstorm: What needs done by August to produce the
       specifications?

        - Which kinds of specs are needed? (architectures, schemas)

        - What documents comprise the set of specs that we need to
          deliver Aug 10th?
            - Architecture -- Three layers -- three separate specs,
              based on how specialization works (Michael Priestley):

                1. Domain and class attributes and how they operate
                   from an instance perspective. It's about content
                   and instance operation.  Specialization that
                   operates at the instance level.

                2. Design modularization spec -- "if you set up your
                   design this way, it can be reused and merged with
                   other compliant designs".  What is a topic?
                   (concept, task, reference)  What is a map?

                3. Processing model



            - DTD -- This is a separate specification (or set of
              specifications).  

            - At a minimum, what do we need?  Important to
              distinguish the data model and the types distinguished
              in it, from the language used to describe the model.
              For example UML.  (see citation of relevant paper at
              http://xml.coverpages.org/kimberUML-dtds20000115.pdf)

            - Idea now is to brainstorm, not make final decisions.
              We have some implementations "out there" already, and
              the purpose here is to give some stability to that.

        - Will there be a reference implementation released within
          the same timeframe?
            - It would be good to have some kind of reference
              implementation.  Can we use the IBM implementation for
              this?  Is there any reason we CAN'T?
            - Eliot would be uncomfortable publishing a spec if we
              can't also provide a reference implementation
            - Mary McRae -- Would the reference implementation need
              to be turned over to OASIS?  Is IBM comfortable with
              that?
            - Don -- No, OASIS doesn't maintain code
            - Sourceforge is an example where the code for some
              OASIS standards reside
            - Shall we formally approve this?  Any negative
              ramifications?
                - Need to verify it or adopt it by consensus
                - Need to make sure any samples we generate can run
                  through it OK
            - No objections to adopting it as the reference
              implementation
            - Approved to accept the IBM DeveloperWorks
              implementation as the reference implementation

        - What process to follow to get to consensus?
            - This topic was not discussed.

        - What can be done to bring everyone up to speed quickly?
            - Michael and Don did some brainstorming and came up with
              the themes below.  Are these appropriate themes?  Is this
              a good idea? 
                - What is a topic?
                - What is a domain?
                - What is specialization?
                - What are the DITA design principles?
                - What is a typical DITA workflow?
                - How does DITA encourage reuse?

            - Bruce -- "What is a typical DITA workflow?"  Does this
              include pragmatics?  What do I need to do to successfully
              install a minimum subset that I can play with?

            - Need a full discussion of the role of maps and the DITA
              linking model 

            - Probably need other briefings also

        - How many weeks should we allot for briefings?
            - Proposal to do a regular series of web briefings for
              the next 4-6 weeks, in a separate meeting on Monday
              afternoons 3 PM ET.
                - Six weeks takes us halfway through our schedule -- is
                  this OK?  Probably yes
                - Is this open to people who are curious about DITA but
                  don't have any involvement in the TC?
                    - No objections to this, but we don't know how we're
                      going to broadcast this or how scalable it will be
                    - Would we run out of lines?
                    - Except for these potential technical
                      difficulties, it would be nice to have a
                      series of open briefings
                    - Can we use IBM's conferencing system
                      ("SameTime")?
                    - There were problems with SameTime when IBM
                      presented to Intel (firewall) -- we had to use
                      WebEx instead
                    - Don and Michael will look into it and see what
                      will work and if we can scale it to get

http://xml.coverpages.org/kimberUML-dtds20000115.pdf


                      additional lines
            - Mary McRae -- Microsoft is still hosting Live Meeting
              hosting for free (for now).  She will look into this
              and see if it will work.

    4. Housekeeping: documents, bug tracking, issue tracking, community
support
        - Bug tracking -- OASIS is working on a new system because
          the current one has several problems.  
            - Go ahead and use consistent naming under the
              hierarchies we already have
            - Append filename with a dot
            - It doesn't seem like we got closure on this issue --
              raise again next time?

        - Is there a namespace declared for DITA?  No, not now.  But
          this will be part of the discussion of the specifications.  
            - Scott will start a discussion of this on the list.

        - Continue the discussion on the list -- we are still just
          looking for ideas now, but will need to come to a decision
          soon

        - In the submission package, there are two files that are
          not strictly part of the submission -- two files beginning
          with "bookmap".  This is a proposed specialization of
          "map".  The "bookmap" files really don't belong there yet.
          They are in the wrong place.  Do we need to upload an
          upgraded version with these two files deleted?  
            - Yes.  There will be a readme indicating the removal.
              Don will post a new revision.

        - DeveloperWorks forum -- find a new home for user community?
            - It's an existing forum for DITA, but the mechanism for
              it has some drawbacks
            - It's hard to get through the firewall to access this
              discussion
            - It's not indexed by Google so it's not possible for
              the world to get to it
            - Can we do something on OASIS?  Probably not...
            - We need a publicly archived mailing list... any ideas?
            - Mulberry's XSLT list, XML.doc -- these are potential
              models
            - Let's take discussion of this to the mailing list...
              (AR for Michael)

    5. W3C Compound documents paper: review edits; decide to
       leave/pull
        - Proposed editorial amendments --
            - W3C says it's fine to amend the document before it's
              published (or even afterwards is also OK)
            - Do we agree that the proposed amendments should be
              accepted to be submitted to W3C.
            - Let's vote via email because people had to leave and
              we didn't have a quorum anymore...

** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - Minutes for 5/4/04 meeting approved with clarification about
      membership status.  Updated roster showing Founding Member
      status to be posted to OASIS website.

    - Michael Smith appointed liaison to DocBook Technical
      Committee.  Appoved without objection.

    - Approved to accept the IBM DeveloperWorks implementation as
      the DITA reference implementation.

    - Approved to start a regular series of web briefings over a
      six-week period, starting 5/17, in a separate meeting on
      Mondays at 3 PM ET.

    - Approved to post updated submission package with the "bookmap"
      files removed.

** Action Required **
---------------------
    001 Dave Schell, Don Day -- Indicate on the roster which



        members are Founding Members

    002 Eliot Kimber -- Provide citation on the mailing
        list regarding a paper on UML (as a model for distinguishing
        the data model from the language used to describe the model)

    003 Don and Michael -- Look into the technicalities of setting
        up the weekly "briefings" -- getting additional lines,
        setting up conferencing software.  Target first meeting for
        this Monday 5/17.

    004 Mary McRae -- Look into using Microsoft Live Meeting to host
        the web briefings meetings (coordinate with Don and Michael)

    005 Scott Tsao -- Start a discussion on the Mailing List
        regarding DITA namespace declarations.

    006 Don Day -- Start discussion on the Mailing List for
        housekeeping issues.

    007 Don Day -- Post updated submission package with the
        "bookmap" files removed.

    008 Michael Priestley -- Start discussion on list for finding a
        new home for the DITA Forum (currently on DeveloperWorks)

    009 Don Day -- Take a vote-by-email whether the proposed
        amendments to the W3C Compound Documents Paper should be
        submitted to W3C.

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] LiveMeeting

From: "Mary McRae" <mary@office-xml.com>
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Subject: Meeting Minutes 5/18/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Thu, 20 May 2004 10:34:16 -0700

Meeting Minutes 5/18/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda **
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from last week (2 noted corrections in
       the list archives)

    3. W3C Compound documents paper: review edits; decide to
       leave/pull
        - Paper:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00030.html
        - Notes:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00029.html

    4. Briefings discussion: time, methods

    5. Specifications continued:
        - namespace and RDDL--where useful?
        - documenting the data model 
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00021.html

    6. Housekeeping: revisit community support

** Minutes **
-------------

    1. Roll call

        Voting Members present (15 of 19; quorum achieved):
            Indi Liepa
            Eliot Kimber
            Jerry Smith
            Stanley Doherty
            David Schell
            Paul Grosso
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            Michael Priestley
            JoAnn T. Hackos
            Deborah Lapeyre
            Paul Antonov
            Seraphim Larsen
            Frank Peters
            Bruce Esrig
            Bruce Sesnovich
            Don Day

        Prospectives, Observers:
            Erik Hennum
            Scott Tsao
            Sharon Veach (becomes Voting Member at end of this meeting)
            Eric Sirois
            Shawn Jordan
            Rob Franklin 
                

    2. Review/approve minutes from last week (2 noted corrections in
       the list archives)

        - Meeting of first boot camp won't be till 5/25.  Note that
          guests are welcome, but not calls must be consolidated as
          much as possible.  (E.g. guests call member, and member
          conferences all his/her guests into the TC call, thereby
          using only 1 TC line).

        - Action Items status updated.

        - Minutes accepted as amended.

    3. W3C Compound documents paper: review edits; decide to leave/pull
        - Paper:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00029.html

        - Notes:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00030.html

        - Approved to leave the paper as a committee statement at
          W3C -- no discussion.

        - Attendance at the meeting -- 
            - June 1-2, San Jose California 
            - We need someone to attend and present the paper
            - Document 10 in the archives --
 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/6749/OASIS-DITAsubmiss
ion-01.zip
            - Proposed and approved that Eric Hennum be empowered to
              be our presenter of this paper at the meeting.  

    4. Briefings discussion: time, methods
        - Proposal:
            - 3-4 briefings based on presentations and simple
              conference call

            - Following that, 1-2 live demo sessions using WebEx,
              funded by Intel

            - Date for first meeting -- 
                - Discussion -- 
                    - Monday May 24th is Canadian holiday
                    - Monday May 31st is American holiday

                - Accepted -- 
                    - Tuesday May 25th, 8-10 AM PT.  
                    - One hour presentation, 1 hour Q&A.  
                    - Subsequent sessions TBD at first session.

            - Requirements/setup: You need to be able to show
              PowerPoint slides to whoever is present at your site.
              (Michael Priestley to provide URL for slides.)

            - Content of the sessions --
                - Suggested themes as proposed at last meeting -- 
                    - What is a topic?
                    - What is a domain?  What is specialization?
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                      (rolled into one topic)
                    - What are the DITA design principles?
                    - What is a typical DITA workflow?
                    - How does DITA encourage reuse?

                - What will be the content of the first session?
                    - First hour -- "Intro to DITA" presentation
                    - Second hour -- Q&A

            - Michael Priestley will send out email with URL to the
              presentation, with some additional URLs with suggested
              introductory reading material.

            - Everyone should feel free to invite other people to
              call in to this first session, especially anyone who
              has expressed an interest in DITA already.  Just let
              Don know ahead of time so we can determine the number
              of lines required. 

            - Everyone should consolidate phone lines as much as
              possible.

            - Proposal accepted.

    5. Specifications continued:
        - namespace and RDDL--where useful?
        - documenting the data model 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00021.html

        Because of time constraints, this topic is to be continued
        on the discussion list.

    6. Housekeeping: revisit community support (electronic forum)

        - Don discussed this with Jamie (OASIS).  OASIS is willing
          to do whatever is needed to provide support for this, but
          there is nothing concrete yet.  

        - Michael Priestley proposes that we use Yahoo Groups for
          the DITA online community.  It's free and widely used.  It
          gives users several options for how they receive postings.

            - Discussion -- 
                - Someone asked for clarification of what is being
                  proposed.  Michael clarified that Yahoo would be
                  used for an electronic forum (not for distributing
                  documents).

                    - The IBM-based newsgroup is blocked by many
                      corporate firewalls and has poor
                      archiving/index features.

                    - We want to move the online user community to
                      something more user-friendly.

                    - The purpose of the Yahoo forum would be to
                      answer questions about DITA and the IBM
                      reference implementation of it.  It would NOT
                      be a place to discuss DITA _development_.
                      Discussion of design and development would be
                      limited to the OASIS TC mailing list.

                - Eventually this Yahoo group would be moved to an
                  OASIS-based mailing list, but for now that is not
                  an option.

                - Someone will need to be appointed to manage the
                  list.

        - Proposal approved.

        - Who will set it up?
            - Michael Priestley is nominated to be the list owner
              and also set up the group.  Nomination approved.
            - Maybe someone will take this over later.

        - "dita-users" is the proposed name.
            - Accepted.

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00021.html


** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - 5/11/04 meeting minutes approved as amended.

    - Approved to leave the W3C compound documents paper as
      a committee statement at W3C.

    - Approved to designate Eric Hennum as our presenter of the W3C
      compound documents paper at W3C

    - DITA Briefings -- 
        - There will be 3-4 briefings based on PowerPoint
          presentations and simple conference calls (no live demo)
        - Following that, there will be 1-2 live demo sessions using
          WebEx, funded by Intel
        - First briefing session to take place Tuesday May 25th,
          8-10 AM PT
        - Michael Priestley to give "Intro to DITA" presentation (1
          hr) followed by Q&A (1 hr)
        - Subsequent sessions TBD at first session.
        - All should feel free to invite others to call in, but
          advise Don ahead of time
        - Consolidate conference-call phone lines as much as
          possible.

    - Community support electronic forum -- 
        - Approved for Michael Priestley to set up a Yahoo Group
          ("DITA Users") to take the place of the current IBM-based
          newsgroup.  Michael will be list manager until someone
          else decides to take it over.
        - Purpose of the Yahoo Group -- provide a place for users to
          ask questions -- NOT a place for discussion of design and
          development (such discussion to be limited to the DITA TC
          list).

** Action Required **
---------------------
    001 Dave Schell, Don Day -- Indicate on the roster which
        members are Founding Members.  
        >>> Completed 5/18/04.

    002 Eliot Kimber -- Provide citation on the mailing list
        regarding a paper on UML (as a model for distinguishing the
        data model from the language used to describe the model).
        >>> Completed 5/18/04.

    003 Don and Michael -- Look into the technicalities of setting
        up the weekly "briefings" -- getting additional lines,
        setting up conferencing software.  Target first meeting for
        this Monday 5/17.  
        >>> Completed 5/18/04.

    004 Mary McRae -- Look into using Microsoft Live Meeting to host
        the web briefings meetings (coordinate with Don and
        Michael).  
        >>> Completed 5/18/04.

    005 Scott Tsao -- Start a discussion on the Mailing List
        regarding DITA namespace declarations.  
        >>> Completed 5/18/04 -- introduced discussion about RDDL.

    006 Don Day -- Start discussion on the Mailing List for
        housekeeping issues.  
        >>> Effectively completed as of 5/18/04.

    007 Don Day -- Post updated submission package with the
        "bookmap" files removed.  
        >>> Completed 5/18/04.

    008 Michael Priestley -- Start discussion on list for finding
        a new home for the DITA Forum (currently on DeveloperWorks).
        Michael has some recommendations to be presented later
        today.  
        >>> Effectively completed as of 5/18/04.

    009 Don Day -- Take a vote-by-email whether the proposed
        amendments to the W3C Compound Documents Paper should be
        submitted to W3C.  
        >>> Technical difficulties prevented this from functioning



        properly.  We will have a vote at the meeting today.
        Completed.

    010 Eric Hennum -- Present W3C Compound Documents Paper at W3C
        (June 1-2 in San Jose, Calif.)

    011 Michael Priestley -- Provide URL for first briefing (to take
        place Tuesday May 25th)

    012 All -- Invite people to attend May 25th briefing (but
        consolidate phone lines).

    013 Michael Priestley -- Start "dita-users" group on Yahoo
        Groups.

<END>

_______________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen              ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                  Chandler, Arizona
(480) 552-6504                                 CH6-2-B2

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] Meeting Minutes 5/18/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Mary McRae" <mary@office-xml.com>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Meeting Minutes 6/8/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 8 Jun 2004 10:50:30 -0700

Meeting Minutes 6/8/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda ** 
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 18 May
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00034.html

    3. Report on W3C Workshop on Web Services and Compound Documents
       (Erik Hennum)

    4. Assess the DITA Briefings (review sessions 1-3); start
       listing issues for upcoming specification prep.

    5. New "dita-users" forum -- discuss how to move toolkit
       discussions, etc. to this forum.

    6. AOB?

** Minutes **
-------------
    1. Roll call
        - Voting Members: 9 out of 19; not a quorum
            Mary McRae
            Michael Priestley
            France Baril
            Seraphim Larsen
            Frank Peters
            Bruce Esrig
            Bruce Sesnovich
            Sharon Veach
            Don Day 

        - Observers and guests:
            Scott Tsao
            Erik Hennum

        - Prospective Members: (will let attendance count towards
          their membership qualifications) 
            Shawn Jordan 
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            Mike Wethington 
            Rob Frankland

        - We do NOT have a quorum, so we can't make any decisions
          today.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 18 May
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00034.html
        - Can't approve, no quorum
        - We did review action items - all outstanding items were
          completed.

    3. Report on W3C Workshop on Web Services and Compound Documents
       (Erik Hennum)
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00016.html

        - The conference was about interaction and rendering,
          getting different pieces of the web application story to
          work together.  DITA was thus not central to the theme of
          the workshop

        - But he did get lots of interest and many interesting
          questions --
            - What's the relationship of conref and conkeyref to XML
              Fragment Interchange?

            - How does DITA manage the timing of refreshing conrefs?
              Does DITA keep a snapshot of the last refresh so the
              content can be displayed if the remote resource isn't
              available? 

            - How does DITA resolve discrepancies in
              processing/style when a map is aggregating topics from
              someone else that has their own styling?  What is the
              behavior of a DITA map in an environment like this?

            - What is the relationship of DITA semantics to RDF?

        - All in all, it was very worthwhile raising the DITA
          perspective to this audience

        - And it may be worthwhile to stay in touch with W3C --
          there are interesting developments there that may be of
          interest to us, particularly with regard to changing the
          browser model

        - Question: Did Erik get any contacts of people with whom we
          might work in the future?  Answer: No, it was too tightly
          focused on Web applications.

        - Bruce Esrig -- Interested in the comment that if someone
          is using your content and you aren't aware of it.  This is
          not just a technical problem but also a "social" problem.
          People should be informed if their content is being used,
          and you should work together to resolve issues.

          Discussion: Michael answered to this in terms of
          specialization.  Basically, it's something we need to
          revisit after we do the "Specialization" briefing so we
          can have a more informed discussion.

        - Bruce Esrig -- When you construct a map, it's another way
          you are bringing information together.  When you do this,
          what is the influence on the content?  How does
          specialization interact with maps?  Answer: Don -- The map
          can invoke style overrides per the individual topics.
          Michael -- You shouldn't keep style information in the
          map.  Don -- Let's log this issue as coming out of the
          maps briefing, and try to prioritize a solution.

    4. Assess the DITA Briefings (review sessions 1-3); start
       listing issues for upcoming specification prep.

        - Issue from Briefing #2 (topics and maps): How does
          specialization interact with maps?  (see question from
          Bruce Esrig, above)

        - Issue: Slides must be made available well before the
          meeting starts, so people can get to them in time.

        - Comment: WebEx was a lot easier to use than SameTime.  But
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          IBM can offer SameTime.  So, we will continue using both.

        - Comment from Scott Tsao: Include Erik's presentation
          from JoAnn Hackos' conference as part of Briefing #3 (DITA
          processing).  Don will discuss with Erik offline.

        - Don: Do we need to spend time developing one or more
          representative processing scenarios?  Seraphim thinks it
          would be helpful.

        - Don: As a committee, do we need to spend time discussing the
          processing models?  Bruce Esrig, Rob Franklin -- Yes, we
          need to have something to show to our local processing
          people.  Don: Should this be concurrent with developing
          the specification, or should be done afterwards?
          Bruce/Rob: It can be done afterwards.

        - Eric from BMC: Useful to have a mechanism to submit
          questions in advance, to be covered in subsequent
          briefings.  Don will put out all the rest of the briefing
          subjects, with a specific request for people to submit
          questions.

        - Bruce Sesnovich: With the ability to specialize, is there
          a potential for namespace conflicts?  (Two people creating
          two specializations off the same topic, but giving them
          the same name.)  Don wants to handle this as an issue to
          be handled with the other issues, with the help of Erik
          Hennum.  Don also has a pertinent URL that he will post to
          the list.
        
    5. New "dita-users" forum -- discuss how to move toolkit
       discussions, etc. to this forum.

        - Michael has opened a dita-users forum on Yahoo Groups.
          <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dita-users/>

        - How should we move the discussion there?
            - First of all, the Yahoo list is intended for USERS,
              whereas the TC list is intended for the group creating
              the specification.
            - Seraphim:  Post a summary of each briefing with URLs
              pointing to the presentations.

    6. AOB?
        - Not covered.

** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - No decisions made (no quorum)

** Action Required ** 
---------------------
    010 Eric Hennum -- Present W3C Compound Documents Paper at W3C
        (June 1-2 in San Jose, Calif.).  
            - Done as of 6/8/04 - Eric did present and his report
              was sent to the TC list.

    011 Michael Priestley -- Provide URL for first briefing (to take
        place Tuesday May 25th)
            - Done as of 6/8/04
 
    012 All -- Invite people to attend May 25th briefing (but
        consolidate phone lines).
            - Done as of 6/8/04

    013 Michael Priestley -- Start "dita-users" group on Yahoo
        Groups.
            - Done as of 6/8/04

    014 Don Day -- Don will send out a list of all the remaining
        briefings subjects, with a specific request for people to
        submit questions ahead of time.

    015 Don Day -- Don to post a URL to the list, pertinent to the
        discussion of naming conflicts and namespaces.  (cf. Issue
        #002).

    016 Don Day -- Slides for the briefings must be made available

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dita-users/


        well in advance, just in case people aren't able to connect
        to SameTime or WebEx.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
---------------------------

    001 Bruce Esrik -- How does specialization interact with maps?  

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts?  (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name).

<END>

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Meeting Minutes 6/15/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2004 10:11:54 -0700

Meeting Minutes 6/15/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda ** 
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 18 May
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00034.html
       and 7 June
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00017.html

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 4 (specialization).  The
       remaining sessions are: 
            - June 21 -- Reuse and conditional processing 
            - June 28 -- Lifecycle

    4. Begin defining the titles, outlines for the initial
       specifications (see Michael Priestley's outline at
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00019.html)

    5. AOB?  (Bruce Esrig, were you looking for comments on your
       notes about relationship tables?)

** Minutes **
-------------
    1. Roll call
        - Don took roll; yes we do have quorum
        - Voting members present:
                - Indi Liepa
                - Eliot Kimber
                - Jerry Smith
                - Robin Cover
                - Stanley Doherty
                - Mary McRae
                - Dave Schell
                - Paul Grosso
                - Michael Priestley
                - France Baril
                - JoAnn Hackos
                - Paul Antonov
                - Seraphim Larsen
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                - Bruce Esrig
                - Bruce Sesnovich
                - Sharon Veach
                - Shawn Jordan (new member as of last session)
                - Don Day (chair)

        - Observers:
                - Eric Sirois

        - Prospective Members:
                - Mike Wethington
                - Rob Frankland (new member at the end of this session)

    2. Review/approve minutes 
        - 18 May --
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200405/msg00034.html
          Approved.

        - 7 June --
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00017.html
          Approved.

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 4 (specialization).  
        - Someone said it was one of the best presentations, as far
          as information presented.  But SameTime couldn't see what
          Michael was doing, so it wasn't as useful as it could have
          been.

        - Bruce: Good detail, but not enough higher-level overview to
          understand where he was going with the detail.

        - Sharon Veach from Sun -- It looked like Object-Oriented
          Programming (OOP), which made it easy to follow.  
          
            - Michael: Yes, but there are some key differences.  In
              OOP you have encapsulation of data and behavior in
              a single object; in DITA the data and behavior
              (format) are separated, and you have to get them to
              interact in a useful way.  Also you don't have the
              same kind of "specialization" in OOP.  Thus DITA
              borrows some concepts and methodology from OOP but
              there are different constraints that resulted in
              different design decisions.  
              
            - Don Day: In regard to XSLT processing, there is no
              inheritance of methods, per se.  To add a new behavior
              to an existing processing template, you have to copy
              the template to an override and add the new behavior
              to the existing code.  This mimics inheritance of
              behaviors in methods.

        - Don Day:  Were people able to keep up with the steps that
          Michael was going through?  Shall we have some discussion
          on tools that could make this process easier?
            - Is there some kind of delta editor that can understand
              DITA specialization rules?

            - Shall we add this as an issue for further exploration?

        - Preferred naming descriptions?  Are there guidelines
          posted anywhere?
            - Michael: The SIGDoc paper has some examples, but
              doesn't provide explicit naming conventions.

        - Was the briefing audio recorded?
            - Don: Yes, will send the info to the list.

        - Bruce: He would like to make a request to go beyond naming
          conventions, and have a formal syntax that captures the
          specialization structure.
            - Don would like this to be highlighted as important --
              we should revisit this later.  Let's keep it on the
              "Issues" list.

        - Shawn Jordan of BYU:  Question about general
          extensibility.  He's finding that general extensibility
          would be very useful -- that is, he'd like to create his
          own independent elements that are not necessarily
          descendents of the topic element.  He'd like to run his
          ideas past someone at some point.
            - Don says Erik Hennum would like to discuss this with
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              him at some point, but Erik's not here today.
            - Don recommends that Shawn post this to the TC list.
              Are we ready to bring this into the general meeting as
              a topic for discussion? 
            - Michael: We didn't include that capability, because
              it's crossing a very important line when you cannot
              map back up to the topic element.  This breaks the
              interoperability.  But otherwise it sounds reasonable
              to Michael, and Shawn is on the right track, but it
              needs further discussion.
            - It's an urgent question for Shawn, because he is
              already using this variant of DITA to do a real
              (urgent) project.
            - Indi: They aren't doing it this way; they are mapping
              everything back to Topic.
            - Don: Shawn should take this situation to the list.

        - Bruce Esrig:  Is there a need for a type-checking
          committee?  The extensibility issues may challenge the
          algorithms that check that you have a valid instance.
            - Don: It is not within the scope of the 1.0
              specification.  We need to identify who the
              special-interest people are, who want this kind of
              extensibility.

        - The remaining briefing sessions are: 
            - June 21 -- Reuse and conditional processing 
            - June 28 -- Lifecycle

    4. Begin defining the titles, outlines for the initial
       specifications (see Michael Priestley's outline at
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00019.html)

        - Michael will provide a new draft that incorporates the
          ideas from the discussion. There will be three main
          specification "documents" for 1.0 -- 
            - DITA overview
            - DITA markup (including items 1-3 from Michael's
              current draft)
            - DITA specialization (including items 4-6)

        - Don: Does anyone want to take ownership of any of these
          modules and help Michael write them?
            - France Baril -- She can help with the processing module
              (item 6)

        - Don: Let's continue this discussion next week.  This will
          be an ongoing discussion until we complete the 1.0 spec.

    5. AOB?  (Bruce Esrig, were you looking for comments on your
       notes about relationship tables?)
        - We didn't get to this.

    6. Next week's briefing -- Can anyone provide a "life cycle case
       study?"  (I.e., anything where we can discuss the whole
       thing, from design of a system to delivery of documents to
       end users?).  If anyone has ideas for this, please contact
       Michael.

** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - No decisions made.

** Action Required ** 
---------------------
    014 Don Day -- Don will send out a list of all the remaining
        briefings subjects, with a specific request for people to
        submit questions ahead of time.

    015 Don Day -- Don to post a URL to the list, pertinent to the
        discussion of naming conflicts and namespaces.  (cf. Issue
        #002).

    016 Don Day -- Slides for the briefings must be made available
        well in advance, just in case people aren't able to connect
        to SameTime or WebEx.

    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
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        necessarily descended from the Topic element.

    018 Michael Priestley -- Post a new draft of the initial
        specification outline to the TC list, incorporating the
        ideas from the discussion on 6/15/04.

    019 All -- Discuss with Michael Priestley if you are interested
        in helping with any sections of the DITA specification.

    020 All -- If you have a "case study" on a complete DITA system
        -- from system design through to implementation and actual
        delivery of documents to end users -- please let Michael
        know so this can be presented at one of the briefing
        sessions.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
---------------------------

    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?  

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts?  (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name).

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious).  Maybe there are vendors who
        would be interested in working with us on this.

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.

<END>

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Meeting Minutes 6/22/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Thu, 24 Jun 2004 15:34:09 -0700

Meeting Minutes 6/22/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda ** 
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 15 June
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00022.html

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 5 (conditional processing
       and reuse).  
        - The remaining sessions are: June 28 -- Lifecycle

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications
       Initial outline:
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00019.html
      
        - "Updated strawman proposal for DITA specification chunks"
          from last week's discussion:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00035.html
      
        - OASIS formal template for specifications:
          http://www.oasis-open.org/spectools/index.php (just
          a pointer to OpenOffice.org)
     
    5. AOB?
    

** Minutes **
-------------

    1. Roll call
        - Voting Members present: Eliot, Jerry S, Stanley D., Mary
          Mcrae, Dave Schell, Paul Grosso, Michael Priestley, France
          Baril, JoAnn Hackos, Seraphim, Bruce Sesnovich, Sharon
          Veach, Shawn Jordan, Indi Liepa, Don Day

        - Prospective: Mike Wethington

        - Observers: Nancy Harrison, Eric Sirois
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    2. Review/approve minutes from 15 June
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00022.html

        - One comment on the DITA briefings ("Good detail, but not
          enough higher-level overview to understand where he was
          going with the detail.") was attributed to "Bruce", but
          neither Bruce Esrig nor Bruce Sesnovich claimed the
          comment.  Not sure to whom to attribute the comment.

        - Minutes approved as amended.

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 5 (conditional processing
       and reuse).  
        - The remaining sessions are: 
            - June 28 -- Lifecycle

        - Would it be worthwhile to compare/contrast DITA's
          profiling mechanism to DocBook's profiling mechanism?
            - Nancy Harrison (IBM), who is also on the DocBook TC,
              gave a summary of DocBook's profiling capabilities.

            - JoAnn commented on another method of achieving
              conditional processing, by using a list of substitions
              instead of messing with the metadata of elements.
              Easier to use and maintain.

            - Michael commented that JoAnn's idea is similar to the
              substitution idea in DITA.

            - There was some more discussion I didn't catch.

            - Don: It would be good to publish this scenario to the
              list.  JoAnn will write something up, send it to
              Michael to elaborate, and Michael will post to the
              list.

        - Next week is the last scheduled session -- Do we need to
          schedule any additional sessions, or do any repeats?
            - JoAnn: Would it be possible to have a demo session on
              WebEx:  Start a topic, write a topic, do some
              processing, showing how it works practically with the
              tools.  
                - Don: Would this merit another session, or perhaps
                  a "self-study" tutorial/demo that you can do on
                  your own?
                - Don will work on this with Michael.

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications
       Initial outline:
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00019.html

        - "Updated strawman proposal for DITA specification chunks"
          from last week's discussion:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00035.html

            - Michael: The major changes include:
                - Added an overview and introduction
                - Moved DITA topic, map, and metadata specs into
                  a new "DITA Markup" spec.
                - Moved DITA content, design, and processing specs
                  into "DITA Specialization" spec.

            - Michael: How should we entitle the sections within
              each spec?  As sub-specs, or as "part 1, part 2, part
              3"?
                - No one has a firm opinion about this.
                - Eliot will take the action item to find out
                  exactly how we should do this.

            - Don: How will we document the DTD vs. the schema?  
                - Didn't catch all this discussion...

            - Don: How will we handle the language reference? 
                - Michael:  Leave it in markup and reference it.

            - Don: What will be the content for the metadata
              specification?
                - Michael:  The content would be the actual DTD and
                  schema modules, plus descriptions of the markup,
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                  and a reference to the language reference for
                  metadata elements.

            - Don: Where do we document "known issues"?
                - Eliot: Internally with the TC -- not in the spec.

            - Don: What will go into part 3, "DITA Specialization"?
                - Michael: We'll take existing documentation and
                  repackage it to fit the outline.
            
            - Don: Do the editors have any comments?  Is this good
              enough to start from?
                - Michael: Will get with JoAnn and drill down into
                  it (offline).

                - Don: This seems to make the TC into
                  a review/update group and not an authoring group.
                  Is that accurate?  Is that OK?
                    - No objections.

                - Shawn: Some things appear to be non-standard XML,
                  such as the conref feature.  How do we handle
                  things like this?
                    - Michael: xinclude doesn't do the things we
                      need it to do, so we invented conref instead.
                      But it can be processed by XSTL so it's not
                      really nonstandard XML. 
                      
                    - Shawn: So, is it an issue or not?

                    - Paul Grosso: He's talked with Eliot about
                      this.  He thinks we should consider using
                      xinclude in a future release, because it's
                      been widely adopted already.

                    - Eliot: Processing semantics associated with
                      conref are partly semantic and partly
                      processing rules.  Need to separate them out.

                    - Discussion ensued...

                    - Don: We're running out of time, let's take
                      this discussion to the list.

        - OASIS formal template for specifications:
          http://www.oasis-open.org/spectools/index.php (just
          a pointer to OpenOffice.org)
            - Don:  Has anyone started working with these templates
              yet?

            - Jerry: Yes, a little.  He will talk with his person
              who is working with this, and post something to the
              list about it.
          

    5. AOB?
        - Not covered (ran out of time)

** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - No decisions made.

** Action Required ** 
---------------------
    014 Don Day -- Don will send out a list of all the remaining
        briefings subjects, with a specific request for people to
        submit questions ahead of time.  Completed as of 6/22/04.

    015 Don Day -- Don to post a URL to the list, pertinent to the
        discussion of naming conflicts and namespaces.  (cf. Issue
        #002).  Completed as of 6/22/04.

    016 Don Day -- Slides for the briefings must be made available
        well in advance, just in case people aren't able to connect
        to SameTime or WebEx.  Completed as of 6/22/04.

    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element.  Still open.

http://www.oasis-open.org/spectools/index.php


    018 Michael Priestley -- Post a new draft of the initial
        specification outline to the TC list, incorporating the
        ideas from the discussion on 6/15/04.  Completed as of
        6/22/04.

    019 All -- Discuss with Michael Priestley if you are interested
        in helping with any sections of the DITA specification.
        Ongoing -- let's remove this from the list.

    020 All -- If you have a "case study" on a complete DITA system
        -- from system design through to implementation and actual
        delivery of documents to end users -- please let Michael
        know so this can be presented at one of the briefing
        sessions.  Still open.

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list.

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions.

    023 Jerry -- Post to the list regarding his group's usage of the
        OASIS OpenOffice template.

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way).

    025 Michael, JoAnn -- Work together to drill down into the
        details of the TOC of the specification and report this back
        to the TC for reaction/comment.

    026 Michael -- Start thread on list to continue conref/xinclude
        discussion.  -- Completed by Eliot Kimber.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
---------------------------

    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?  

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts?  (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name).

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious).  Maybe there are vendors who
        would be interested in working with us on this.

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.

<END>

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________

Follow-Ups:
authoring/publishing our spec [was: [dita] Meeting Minutes 6/22/2004]

From: Paul Grosso <pgrosso@arbortext.com>
conref and xinclude [was: [dita] Meeting Minutes 6/22/2004]

From: Paul Grosso <pgrosso@arbortext.com>
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Subject: Meeting Minutes 6/29/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 29 Jun 2004 11:56:40 -0700

Meeting Minutes 6/29/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda ** 
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 22 June
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00040.html

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 6 (DITA Lifecycle).

    4. Issues currently in discussion (bring everyone up to date):
        - Conref and XInclude?
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - (segue to next item) Source the spec in DITA?

    5. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications:
        - "Updated strawman proposal for DITA specification chunks"
          from previous discussion:
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00035.html
        - Any latest guidance from Michael and JoAnne?
        - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions?
        - DITA Map for the spec documents (shall we use an
          information planning approach to devise the map and topic
          types?)

    6. AOB?

** Minutes ** 
-------------
    1. Roll call
        - We have quorum.
        - As of this meeting, Mike Wethington is a full member.
        - Members: 
            - Indi Liepa
            - Eliot Kimber
            - Jerry Smith
            - Stanley Doherty
            - Shawn Jordan
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            - Mike Wethington
            - Paul Grosso
            - Michael Priestley
            - France Baril
            - JoAnn Hackos
            - Paul Antonov
            - Seraphim Larsen
            - Bruce Esrig
            - Bruce Sesnovich
            - Sharon Veach
            - Don Day (Chair)
        - Observers: 
            - Scott Tsao
            - Wendy Hambleton
            - Eric Sirois
        - Prospective: 
            - Yas Estassam

    2. Review/approve minutes from 22 June
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00040.html
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Review yesterday's DITA Briefing 6 (DITA Lifecycle).
        - Public thanks to IBM and Intel for providing the technical
          resources (WebEx, SameTime, etc.) for facilitating the
          meetings.

        - Shawn -- Expressed his compliments to Michael and France
          for their excellent and motivating presentations.

            - Wendy agrees and especially liked the process
              flows.

        - Questions -- Don posted them to the DITA TC mailing list.

        - How to post files to the documents area of the TC list.
            - From the TC home page, go to the TC members page.
              From there, go to the "Documents" link, and submit
              your documents there.

        - Shawn -- It seems that France has the most hands-on
          experience with DITA of anybody outside of IBM.  What did
          France find difficult with DITA?
            - This implementation has been her first XML project.
              Getting up to speed with the programming was the
              hardest part.
            - Also, it was hard to get used to writing in separated,
              independent topics -- writing in a topic-based way,
              rather than just a linear way.
            - Also, it was hard to get used to the tags and find the
              best way to use them for her project.

        - Shawn -- How do you handle documentation that thas nothing
          to do with software? (DITA seems to be built especially
          for software technical documentation.)
            - Shawn is working on religious material and will be
              adapting the DITA structure.
            - France is doing something with legal documentation.
            - Thus the answer is that Yes, it can be adapted for
              these other types of information.
            - Indi -- They specialize off of topic or off of their
              own variation of topic.
            - Don -- Let's move the rest of this discussion to the
              list...

    4. Issues currently in discussion (bring everyone up to date):
        - Conref and XInclude?
            - Don -- Everyone please read the discussions in the TC
              list to get up to speed on this topic so we can make
              decisions about it.
            - Discussion ensued.  
                - The bottom line -- we need to explain what we mean
                  by conref, so people don't think we mean the same
                  thing as an SGML conref.  
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
            - This is especially a question for the editor vendors
        - Discussion ensued about all these items...
        - (segue to next item) Source the spec in DITA?

    5. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications:

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00040.html


        - "Updated strawman proposal for DITA specification chunks"
          from previous discussion:
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00035.html
        - Any latest guidance from Michael and JoAnne?
        - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions?
        - DITA Map for the spec documents (shall we use an
          information planning approach to devise the map and topic
          types?)
            - Don -- Seems like we should source the specification
              itself in DITA.  Any reason not to?
                - No comments -- Don took this as approval
            - Don -- How do we create our maps (for JoAnn and
              Michael to clarify) --
                - We have a provisional outline, but Michael and
                  JoAnn need to come up with a task-based
                  methodology for actually creating a map.

    6. AOB?
        - None

** Summary of Decisions **
--------------------------
    - No decisions made.

** Action Required ** 
---------------------
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element.  Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- probably for 1.1 or 1.2
        spec.).

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list.  Still pending as
        of 6/29/04.

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions.  Still
        pending as of 6/29/04.

    023 Jerry -- Post to the list regarding his group's usage of the
        OASIS OpenOffice template.  Still pending as of 6/29/04.

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way).
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet.  (6/29/04)
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format)

    025 Michael, JoAnn -- Work together to drill down into the
        details of the TOC of the specification and report this back
        to the TC for reaction/comment.  Still pending as of
        6/29/04.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
---------------------------

    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?  

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts?  (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name).

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious).  Maybe there are vendors who
        would be interested in working with us on this.

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.

<END>
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___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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dita message
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Subject: Meeting Minutes 7/06/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "France Baril" <France.Baril@ixiasoft.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 6 Jul 2004 20:07:49 -0400

Title: Meeting Minutes 7/06/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

Agenda:

1. Roll call

Voting Members: Indi Liepa, Eliot Kimber, Robin Cover, Mike Wethington, David Schell, Paul Grosso,
Michael Priestley, France Baril (scribe), Don Day

Observers: Christopher Kreiler, Deborah Lepeyre, Erik Hennum, Eric Sirois

No quorum

2. Review/approve minutes from 29 June
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00070.html

Not approved, because we didn’t have quorum.

3. Progress on issues currently in discussion:
- Conref and XInclude? (Plan for now: explain & contrast with SGML conref)

TODO : Michael to look if contrasts with SGML.
TODO : Eric Hennum to wrap up his thoughts and put them on the list.

Eliot talked about his experience with Xiruss-t (project site is
http://xiruss-t.sourceforge.net).
He wrote a paper for XML Europe where he talks about basic
challenges in Content Management functionality for XML based tech
doc. He says there is no complete solution at this point that are
completely acceptable. He makes a demonstration on managing
hyperdocuments, talks about Xinclude and conref. The code is
available on sourceforge, not for production use, but educational.
The papers demonstrates the basic fact that most of the pain is at
the boundary where the import/export process takes place. He
developed a generic import framework to work with compound
documents. People should be able to download it from the sourceforge website.
Don asked if it is possible to make a bin package for downloading
Eliot to look at license issue and see what he can do. He doesn’t
want people to use it for production.
Discussions about: would we want to provide DITA toolkit as open source?
The Issue of licensing with open source came out.
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The idea of having an IBM statement of self interest in making DITA
public to answer questions in the industry about wanting to force
this DITA std on others.
Michael asked others to bring up the business value of DITA for them
or their organization. Michael to post this question on the list to
invite others to comment on the issue.
Indi has information for business case that she can share.

- Namespace for DITA?
Eliot has demonstrated that he can add namespaces into schema and
operate on it. He created 2 ns, one for maps and one for topics. He
had to modify the xslt processor so that all maps statement referred
to the class attribute and made sure all templates matched on *
instead of on element names. XSLTs were already using * matches at
98%. There is nothing more to it.

Corresponding change on document: add the namespace declaration.
Because dita namespace become root namespace so no implication for
other changes.

Paul Grosso: supporting namespaces does not bring extra problems to vendors.

Why need to have namespaces?
Eliot: Always was a problem in SGML. There was
no way to say unambiguiously this document relates to this set of
rules. XML still had the same problem. You could guess with doctype
declaration. With namespaces and schema we have a way to make
unambiguous info. Schema spec gives syntactically distinct mechanism
to map to a namespace. You have to be able to do that to develop
generic processes.
Don other benefit: gives DITA content possibility to compound with
other document types. Michael: also with namespaces you can use
elements from 2 different specializations for companies that use
the same element name in different ways within the same tree.

Issue: we need to know how many namespaces we are going to need. We
need to determine what names we need.

Each basic topic type from DITA will have its own namespace.
Specialization from other companies will be develop in these
companies namespaces.

- Which version of CALS table model?

Not discussed.

- Are the current domains adequate?

Not discussed.

4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications:
- Guidance from Michael and JoAnn? Latest outline still is this:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00035.html
- Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs we should emulate?
- DITA Map/task map for the spec documents?

Not discussed.

5. AOB?
Nothing new.

ACTIONS:
Don encouraged using the mailing list this week to drive progress
on the discussion issues, particularly to understand the full set
of namespaces we should declare for DITA.
Action: Eliot to wrap up the "set of namespaces" as a proposal for the
TC to approve next week.
Action: All, contribute to Michael Priestley's posted question on
"What is the business value of DITA?"
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00003.html
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France Baril 
Documentation architect/Architecte documentaire 
I X I A S O F T

+1 514 279-4942 
france.baril@ixiasoft.com 
[   www.ixiasoft.com   ]

Follow-Ups:
Re: [dita] Meeting Minutes 7/06/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: Paul Grosso <pgrosso@arbortext.com>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Meeting Minutes 7/13/04 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 13 Jul 2004 11:00:58 -0700

Meeting Minutes 7/13/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end ***

** Agenda ** 
------------
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 29 June
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00070.html

        and 06 July
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00004.html

    3. Progress on issues currently in discussion.
        New:
            - Clarification of OASIS policy about Observer contributions
            - What is the business value of DITA?
            - Data element proposal by Erik Hennum:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00008.html
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00006.html
            - "link target rendition context ambiguity" (discuss whether
to defer):
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00005.html

        Ongoing:
            - Conref and XInclude? (new info from Michael and Erik?)
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00003.html
            - Namespace for DITA?  How many are needed?
            - Which version of CALS table model?
            - Are the current domains adequate?

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications.
        Templates issue:
            - OASIS template input from Jerry Smith:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00015.html
            - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs we
should emulate?
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        Content:
            - Guidance from Michael and JoAnne. Latest outline:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html
            - DITA Map/task map for the spec documents?

    5. AOB?

** Minutes ** 
-------------

    1. Roll call
        - Members: Jerry Smith, Stanley Doherty, Robin Cover, Mike
          Wethington, Seraphim Larsen, Bruce Sesnovich, Indie Liepa,
          Sharon Veach, Shawn Jordan, Mary McRae, Rob Frankland,
          Paul Grosso, Michael Priestley, France Baril, Bruce Esrig,
          Don Day
        - Prospective: Yas Etessam and Wendy Hambleton (fulfil thier
          membership this meeting) 
        - Observers: David Brainard, Christopher Kreiler, Eric
          Sirois, Nancy Harrison, Tyde Richards
        - We have quorum.

    2. Review/approve minutes
        - 29 June
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200406/msg00070.html
            - Approved.

        - 06 July 
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00004.html
            - Forgot to include Wendy Hambleton in the roll call.
            - Approved with this one amendment.

    3. Progress on issues currently in discussion.
        - New:
            - Clarification of OASIS policy about Observer
              contributions
                - Decision: 
                    - It is permissible for observers to contribute
                      to the discussion on the main mailing list.
                    - Observers may also contribute to the
                      discussion at TC meetings.

            - What is the business value of DITA?
                - Michael Priestley started this discussion on the
                  list.  Indi and France made some contributions
                  too.
                - Don asks, Why was this topic opened on the list?
                    - To make explicit some of the reasons why IBM
                      is making DITA public -- what are IBM's
                      motives?
                    - To gather some of the rationales of some of
                      the other members of the TC -- why are they
                      adopting DITA?  Indi's note falls into this
                      category.
                - Why are some of the users adopting DITA?  Why is
                  it valuable to them?
                    - BMC's XML system is in development, can offer
                      more information later.
                    - We can continue this discussion later.

            - Data element proposal by Erik Hennum:
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00008.html
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00006.html
                - Erik not on the call
                - This is something Erik wanted to see incorporated
                  into the 1.0 spec.
                - Discussion -- 
                    - Shawn Jordan -- What kinds of things MUST go
                      into the 1.0 spec, because they would be
                      difficult/impossible to incorporate later?
                      This element proposal seems like it would be
                      *easy* to add later.  
                - Decision: Deferred to post-1.0.

            - "link target rendition context ambiguity" (discuss
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              whether to defer):
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00005.html
                - Is this a crucial item?  Or defer to post-1.0?
                - Decision: Deferred to post-1.0.

        - Ongoing:
            - Conref and XInclude? (new info from Michael and Erik?)
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200407/msg00003.html
                - Decision:  Leave this open for discussion.  We
                  need to check with Eliot and see if he thinks we
                  can defer to post-1.0.
                - Action Required: Don to ask Eliot about this.

            - Namespace for DITA?  How many are needed?
                - Is this an issue for the 1.0 spec?
                - Decision: Answers must be provided for 1.0.  Let's
                  continue the discussion with the intention of
                  including in 1.0

            - Which version of CALS table model?
                - Yas Etessam from XMetaL: Is it possible to allow
                  flexibility here?  Forcing users to use
                  a particular version of CALS will discourage users
                  who are already standardized on a different
                  version.
                    - No, the XSLT can only handle one.
                    - If you use a different version, you'll need
                      a different XSLT.
                    - It's important to have a single standard, so
                      that all DITA users retain interoperability.
                    - Additional discussion ensued.
                    - Action Required: Paul Grosso to start
                      discussion on this on the TC list.

            - Are the current domains adequate?
                - Don:  This may be superfluous for the 1.0 spec.
                - Decision: Defer to post-1.0.

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications.
        - Templates issue:
            - OASIS template input from Jerry Smith:
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00015.html
            - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs
              we should emulate?

        - Content:
            - Guidance from Michael and JoAnne. Latest outline:
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html
            - DITA Map/task map for the spec documents?
            - Not covered -- ran out of time.

    5. AOB?
        - Dave Brainard from BMC Software: Observed content model
          issues with the current DTDs. Don has made some
          updates -- David to contact Don for testing these.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
--------------------------
    - Observer participation:  
        - Observers may contribute to the discussion on the main
          mailing list.
        - Observers may also contribute to the discussion at TC
          meetings.

    - The following issues to be deferred till after the 1.0 spec --
      (not necessary to resolve for the 1.0 spec):
        - Data element proposal by Erik Hennum
        - "link target rendition context ambiguity"
        - Are the current domains adequate?

    - We will leave the conref and xinclude discussion open; Don to
      ask Eliot if this must be included in 1.0.

    - We must make decisions about namespaces for the 1.0 spec.
      Discussion to be continued on TC list.  
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** Action Required **
---------------------
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element.  Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- probably for 1.1 or 1.2
        spec.).

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list.  Still pending as
        of 6/29/04.

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions.  Still
        pending as of 6/29/04.

    023 Jerry -- Post to the list regarding his group's usage of the
        OASIS OpenOffice template.  Still pending as of 6/29/04.

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way).
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet.  (6/29/04)
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format)

    025 Michael, JoAnn -- Work together to drill down into the
        details of the TOC of the specification and report this back
        to the TC for reaction/comment.  Still pending as of
        6/29/04.

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.

    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list.

    028 All -- Use the mailing list to drive progress on open
        issues, especially the namespace issue.

    029 Eliot -- Wrap up the "set of namespaces" as a proposal for
        the TC to approve next week.

    030 All -- Contribute to Michael Priestley's posted question on
        "What is the business value of DITA?"

    031 Don -- Ask Eliot whether the conref/xinclude issues must be
        resolved for 1.0 or can be deferred.

    032 Paul Grosso -- Start discussion on table models on the TC
        list -- is it possible to allow flexibility?  Why/why not?
        How to handle this?

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
---------------------------

    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?  

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts?  (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name).

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious).  Maybe there are vendors who
        would be interested in working with us on this.

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.

<END>

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ



The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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Subject: Meeting Minutes 7/20/04 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Wed, 21 Jul 2004 09:50:46 -0700

Meeting Minutes 7/20/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee 

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call 

    2. Review/approve minutes from 13 July
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00020.html 

    3. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion. All are
       close to making final decisions for 1.0: 
        - What is the business value of DITA? 
        - Conref and XInclude? 
        - Namespace for DITA? 
        - Which version of CALS table model? 

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications. 
        - Templates issue: 
        - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs we should
          emulate? 

        - Content: 
            - Guidance from Michael and JoAnne. Latest outline:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html 
            - DITA Map/task map for the spec documents? 

        - Schedule: 
            - Assess a realistic target date for draft: 
            - checkpoints: assigned portions, initial draft, reviews,
              final review/handoff 

    5. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call 
        - We do have quorum. 
        - Roll call: 
            - Members: Yas Etessam, Wendy Hambleton, Mike
              Wethington, Don Day, David Schell, Paul Antonov, JoAnn
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              Hackos, Shawn Jordan, Mary McRae, Seraphim Larsen,
              Indie Liepa, Robin Cover, Rob Frankland, Sharon Veach 

            - Observers, others: David Brainard, Erik Hennum, Debbie
              Lapeyre, Tyde Richards, Eric Hixon? 

    2. Review/approve minutes from 13 July 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00020.html

        - After review of open action items and issues, minutes
          approved. 

    3. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion. All are
       close to making final decisions for 1.0: 
        - What is the business value of DITA? 
            - Seraphim -- It's been very valuable to see what people
              are doing. 
            - Dave Schell -- IBM can provide more information on how
              they are integrating DITA with their legacy
              documentation and the migration process. Would this be
              valuable for people to see? 
            - Seraphim, Mary McRae -- Yes! 
            - Dave Schell -- OK, IBM will pursue this further. 

        - Conref and XInclude? 
            - Key people for discussion not present, let's keep this
              on the agenda for next time. 
            - Addressing Shawn Jordan's concern, Don to contact
              principles on this discussion and drive to closure to
              a unified proposal. 

        - Namespace for DITA? 
            - Mary McRae -- Perfectly happy with an HTML namespace. 
            - Debbie Lapeyre -- Agree, namespaces don't *do*
              anything; they are just strings. 
            - Debbie again -- It *is* a string, not a URL. 
            - Don proposes to move this to next week's discussion,
              and he will take the action to get the principles to
              discuss this. 
            - Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where we should point the
              DITA namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe to
              an OASIS page that describes what DITA does? 
            - Robin Cover suggested looking into RDDL--general
              agreement to this suggestion 

        - Which version of CALS table model? 
            - Don -- There's been lots of good discussion on the
              list. Any more to discuss? 
            - Debbie Lapeyre -- People are going away from CALS
              model towards the HTML model; but if we are going to
              adopt CALS, the OASIS Exchange model is the best
              variant. 
            - Mary McRae -- Tools can handle both CALS and HTML
              models. 
            - Eric Hixon? from BMC -- From an author's point of
              view, the CALS model is overly complex; HTML model is
              perfectly adequate. 
            - Don -- Many companies already have a lot of content in
              the CALS model. 
            - Indi -- They have some content in CALS, but could
              probably move over to HTML 
            - Rob Frankland -- The tools will handle the interface
              to the model; the model will be invisible to the
              authors. 
            - Debbie, Indi -- Agree -- Users will do WYSIWYG tables,
              and the tool will handle it. 
            - Eric Hixon? -- But there *are* many authors who want
              to see the source code and tweak it. 
            - Debbie -- The differences in functionality between
              HTML and CALS are negligible -- HTML used to be a lot
              less powerful but is now comparable. 
            - Don -- To resolve this, we need to do a thorough
              evaluation (on the TC list). Does Debbie know of any
              thorough comparisons that have been done? 
            - Debbie -- No. But it will probably come down to
              tool-vendor support. Maybe version 2.0 should support
              both models, while version 1.0 supports CALS only. 
            - Seraphim -- If we support both table models, at least
              there will be interoperability between DITA users who
              share the same table model, rather than some people
              avoiding DITA altogether simply because they don't
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              like the table model. And perhaps we can develop
              methods for converting between table models. 
            - Mary -- You are going to have a conversion issue, no
              matter what. She doesn't see the value in adding
              a transformation to the table piece. (?) The longer we
              keep the legacy around, the more difficult it will be
              in the future. 
            - Seraphim -- Best decision in the long run would
              probably be to choose the best model and not worry so
              much about the conversion of legacy documentation (as
              difficult as that may be!) 
            - Don -- This obviously cannot be closed today. 
            - Don -- What is the impact on those with legacy content
              of moving from the CALS model to the HTML model? Can
              someone investigate this? 
            - (unascribed) We need to focus on the customers/users
              needs, not necessarily on vendor support. 
            - We ran out of time! Debbie Lapeyre to start
              a continuation of this discussion on the TC list. 

    4. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications. 
        - No time to discuss this. 

    5. AOB? 
        - No time to discuss this. 

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - No decisions made. 

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    023 Jerry -- Post to the list regarding his group's usage of the
        OASIS OpenOffice template. Completed as of 7/20/04. 

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way). 
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet. (6/29/04) 
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format) 

    025 Michael, JoAnn -- Work together to drill down into the
        details of the TOC of the specification and report this back
        to the TC for reaction/comment. Completed as of 7/20/04. 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    028 All -- Use the mailing list to drive progress on open
        issues, especially the namespace issue. Still need to decide
        on how to format the namespace. Let's call it completed as
        of 7/20/04. 

    029 Eliot -- Wrap up the "set of namespaces" as a proposal for
        the TC to approve next week. Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    030 All -- Contribute to Michael Priestley's posted question on
        "What is the business value of DITA?" Completed as of
        7/20/04. 



    031 Don -- Ask Eliot whether the conref/xinclude issues must be
        resolved for 1.0 or can be deferred. Don asked but hasn't
        received a response. Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    032 Paul Grosso -- Start discussion on table models on the TC
        list -- is it possible to allow flexibility? Why/why not?
        How to handle this? Discussion has been started; thus, this
        is completed as of 7/20/04. 

    033 Don -- Ask all the owners of "Issues to be Resolved", below,
        to move the issues to the list and get them off the minutes. 

    034 Don -- Contact principles on the Conref and XInclude
        discussion and drive to closure to a unified proposal. 

    035 Don -- Contact principles on the Namespace issues -- is it
        just a string, or is it a URL? 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc. 

    037 Don -- Find someone to investigate the impact on those with
        legacy content of moving from the CALS model to the HTML
        model. 

    038 Debbie Lapeyre -- Take the table-model discussion to the
        list. 

    039 Unassigned -- Find more information comparing the CALS and
        HTML table models. 

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?
        Let's move all these issues to be discussed on the list. 

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts? (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name). Let's move all
        these issues to be discussed on the list. 

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious). Maybe there are vendors who would
        be interested in working with us on this. Let's move all
        these issues to be discussed on the list. 

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.
        Let's move all these issues to be discussed on the list. 

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________

Follow-Ups:
table models [was: Meeting Minutes 7/20/04 -- DITA Technical Committee]

From: Paul Grosso <pgrosso@arbortext.com>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Meeting Minutes 7/27/04 -- DITA Technical Committee

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004 10:11:41 -0700

Meeting Minutes 7/27/2004 -- DITA Technical Committee 

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 20 July
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00040.html

    3. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications.
        - Templates issue:
            - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs
              we should emulate?

        - Content:
            - Guidance from Michael and JoAnne. Latest outline:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html
            - DITA Map/task map for the spec documents?

        - Schedule:
            - Assess a realistic target date for draft: checkpoints:
              assigned portions, initial draft, reviews, final
              review/handoff

    4. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion.  All
       are close to making final decisions for 1.0:
        - Conref and XInclude? 
        - Namespace for DITA?  See discussion on list.
        - Which version of CALS table model?

    5. AOB? 
    
    
** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call -- 
        - Members: 
            - France Baril
            - JoAnn Hackos
            - Shawn Jordan
            - Mary McRae
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            - Paul Grosso
            - Stanley Doherty
            - Eliot Kimber
            - Mike Wethington
            - Seraphim Larsen
            - Indi Leipa
            - Yas Etessam
            - Wendy Hambleton
            - Sharon Veach
            - Don Day
            
        - Observers and visitors: 
            - Erik Hennum
            - Eric Sirois
            - Deborah Lapeyre
            - Alan Houser

        - We do have a quorum.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 20 July
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00040.html
            - In the namespace discussion, it should have said that
              Mary McRae is "perfectly happy with a URI namespace",
              not an "HTML namespace".
            - A few other comments were posted in the minutes.
            - Went through the Action Items and Issues, marked
              several as closed.
            - Minutes approved as amended.

    3. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications.
        - Templates issue:
            - Report from Eliot on substructure conventions? Specs
              we should emulate?
                - Skipped; Eliot hasn't been able to work on this
                  yet.
                - We will examine this more closely when we get
                  closer to needing to decide on a format for the
                  specification.
            - Mary McRae -- 
                - She will be joining OASIS soon, and one of her
                  tasks will be to handle the templates.  It is
                  perfectly acceptable to author the DITA spec in
                  DITA -- don't need to use DocBook.  
                - Also, they plan to provide an XSLT for both
                  DocBook and DITA so other standards owners can
                  easily author their specs in DocBook or DITA.
            - JoAnn -- They are already planning to do the spec in
              DITA.  But they need a transform to create the PDF of
              the spec.
                - Eliot will see if he can find time to create an FO
                  for this.
                - Arbortext might also be able to come up with
                  something.

        - Schedule:
            - Assess a realistic target date for draft: checkpoints:
              assigned portions, initial draft, reviews, final
              review/handoff
                - Erik Hennum -- Maybe we need to list an inventory
                  of all the things we need to close on?
                - JoAnn -- When will Michael Priestley be back?
                    - Final word -- he'll be back on July 29th
                      before he leaves again for most of August.
                - Seraphim -- Suggestion to cull the discussion list
                  in order to make a complete list of open tasks.
                - Don -- Will take this action.  He will create
                  a document in the Documents area of the web site
                  to track this.
                - Don -- What milestones need to occur before we can
                  hand off to OASIS?
                    - Three sections, three weeks of review per
                      section -- Nine weeks total for initial
                      review.
                    - Then two weeks for final review.
                    - This plan was approved.
                - Don -- Let's set the new deadline as Tuesday,
                  November 16th.  Then we'll back the schedule out
                  from there. 
                - Note from Seraphim -- Perhaps this would create
                  a schedule something like this:
                    - 17 Aug 2004
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                            - First major milestone -- complete
                              first draft of first section and send
                              out for review.
                            - Begin review of 1st section.
                    - 07 Sep 2004
                            - Complete review/revision of 1st
                              section; begin review of 2nd section.
                    - 28 Sep 2004
                            - Complete review/revision of 2nd
                              section; begin review of 3rd section.  
                    - 19 Oct 2004
                            - Complete review/revision of 3rd
                              section; beginning of final review
                    - 02 Nov 2004
                            - Complete final review
                    - 16 Nov 2004
                            - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

        - Content:
            - Guidance from Michael and JoAnne. Latest outline:
                -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html
                - Do we need more/less detail?
                    - Paul -- Let's have at least a few words on
                      every topic.  Leaving things out will be
                      frustrating for potential adopters.
                - JoAnn -- Send specific topics to JoAnn and Michael
                  offline.
                - JoAnn -- The section requiring the most writing
                  will be the intro -- This is where the new user
                  will first meet DITA, and there are also many new
                  items here such as the namespace issues, that
                  aren't even resolved yet.
                - Don -- Send comments to JoAnn this week.
            - DITA Map/task map for the spec documents?
                - Not covered.

    4. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion.  All
       are close to making final decisions for 1.0:
        - Conref and XInclude? 
            - Not covered
        - Namespace for DITA?  See discussion on list.
            - Eliot -- Wants namespaces so a document can be
              unambiguously associated with DITA.
            - Schema and DTD -- 
                - Eliot -- Schema and DTD are just two ways of
                  repesenting the rules, which are abstract.
                - Erik -- Should we define the spec as a DTD or
                  a Schema?  For example, should we define the spec
                  as a DTD, and then derive the schema from that?
                - Eliot -- No, the rules are abstract and can be
                  defined independently, and then the DTD and schema
                  are both written based on that.  
                - We're out of time, let's move the discussion to
                  the list.
        - Which version of CALS table model?
            - Not covered.

    5. AOB? 
    
    
** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - Decided on schedule for the 1.0 spec -- 
        - Target release date -- Tuesday November 16th.
        - Plan: There are three sections, requiring three weeks of
          review per section; to be followed by a comprehensive
          final review lasting two weeks.

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 
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    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way). 
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet. (6/29/04) 
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format) 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list. Still pending as of
        7/27/04. 

    029 Eliot -- Wrap up the "set of namespaces" as a proposal for
        the TC to approve next week. Marked as completed 7/27/04 --
        covered elsewhere.

    031 Don -- Ask Eliot whether the conref/xinclude issues must be
        resolved for 1.0 or can be deferred. Don asked but hasn't
        received a response.  Completed as of 7/27/04.

    033 Don -- Ask all the owners of "Issues to be Resolved", below,
        to move the issues to the list and get them off the minutes.
        Completed as of 7/27/04.

    034 Don -- Contact principles on the Conref and XInclude
        discussion and drive to closure to a unified proposal.
        Completed as of 7/27/04.

    035 Don -- Contact principles on the Namespace issues -- is it
        just a string, or is it a URL?  >>> It is a URI namespace.
        This item closed as of 7/27/04.

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc. 

    037 Don -- Find someone to investigate the impact on those with
        legacy content of moving from the CALS model to the HTML
        model. 

    038 Debbie Lapeyre -- Take the table-model discussion to the
        list.  Completed as of 7/27/04.

    039 Unassigned -- Find more information comparing the CALS and
        HTML table models.   >>> There was some discussion on the
        list, and Don will post a URL to a discussion on the DocBook
        list, so consider it closed as of 7/27/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.

    041 All -- Send comments on spec 1.0 to JoAnn this week.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    001 Bruce Esrig -- How does specialization interact with maps?
        Let's move all these issues to be discussed on the list.
        Closed as of 7/27/04.

    002 Bruce Sesnovich -- How do we resolve name conflicts? (E.g.
        two people create two different specializations off the same
        parent topic, but give them the same name). Let's move all
        these issues to be discussed on the list.  Closed as of
        7/27/04.

    003 Don Day -- Let's explore tools that can make the
        specialization process easier (that is, help automate it --
        it is simple but tedious). Maybe there are vendors who would
        be interested in working with us on this. Let's move all
        these issues to be discussed on the list.  Closed as of



        7/27/04.

    004 Bruce -- We need to go beyond naming conventions, and have
        a formal syntax that captures the specialization structure.
        Let's move all these issues to be discussed on the list.
        Closed as of 7/27/04.

<END> 
___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________
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Subject: Last Week's Minutes

From: Eliot Kimber <ekimber@innodata-isogen.com>
To: DITA TC list <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2004 09:50:54 -0500

Minutes Of DITA Meeting 3 Aug 2004, 10:00-11:00 am CDT

Don Day chairing.

1. Roll call

Don Day
Eliot Kimber
Jerry Smith
Robin Cover
Sean Jordan
[Others not recorded--Don Day has the complete roll list.]

Quorum was present.

2. Review/approve minutes from 27 July 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00054.html

Minutes were approved.

3. Continue working on outlines for the initial specifications.- Review 
last week's strawman proposal:
     - 17 Aug 2004
         - First major milestone -- complete
           first draft of first section and send
           out for review.
         - Begin review of 1st section.
     - 07 Sep 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 1st
           section; begin review of 2nd section.
     - 28 Sep 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 2nd
           section; begin review of 3rd section.
     - 19 Oct 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 3rd
           section; beginning of final review
     - 02 Nov 2004
         - Complete final review
     - 16 Nov 2004
         - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

- Group came to concensus on the dates as proposed.
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- Action for Group: Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day 
face-to-face meeting in
     late October in order to resolve final technical issues in advance 
of final editorial
     work.

- Any new input?  Latest outline: 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200407/msg00013.html

Group reviewed and discuss the outline at the above URI. Discussion 
focused on the content of the
intro and the definition of the audience for the spec.

- Action: Michael will add a straw-man audience statement to the 
introduction.

- Question for group: What should the scope and length of the conceptual 
introduction be?

- Question for group: Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented 
in a separate specification in order
to make it easier to use in other XML applications that otherwise have 
no relationship to topic-based
writing?

    - Discussion to be moved to the list.

Remaining agenda items continued to next meeting.

Meeting adjurned at 11:05 CDT.
-- 
W. Eliot Kimber
Professional Services
Innodata Isogen
9390 Research Blvd, #410
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 372-8122

eliot@innodata-isogen.com
www.innodata-isogen.com

Follow-Ups:
Re: [dita] Last Week's Minutes (Aug 3 attendance)

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: DITA TC Minutes -- 10 Aug 2004

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2004 09:17:44 -0700

DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE -- MEETING MINUTES -- 10 AUG 2004

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 03 August (pending)

    3. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion.
        - Normative version--DTDs or Schemas?
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? 

    4. Review/revise intro section for the initial specifications.
        - Content:
            - Latest version:
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm

        - Schedule:
            - 17 Aug 2004
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                  first section and send out for review.
                - Begin review of 1st section.
            - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
            - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
            - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                  of final review
            - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
            - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

    5. AOB? 
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** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - We do have quorum.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 03 August (pending)
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion.
        - Normative version -- DTDs or Schemas?
            - Discussion:
                - Eliot Kimber -- The DTD/Schema is not enough to
                  provide a complete definition.  The language
                  reference should be the "normative" definition.
                - Nancy Harrison -- In the DocBook TC, the
                  DTD/Schema is not enough -- the documentation is
                  a very important part of the normative definition.
                  The online version of the documentation is kept on
                  sourceforge along with the code.
                - Erik Hennum -- The DTD would still be normative
                  for the content model, but the language reference
                  provides the explanation for the same elements.
                - Debbie Lapeyre -- Supports Elliot in acknowledging
                  that whatever we can say in the DTD/Schema is only
                  a small part of what we are doing.  The important
                  part is in the explanation.
                - Nancy -- Is the DTD/Schema plus the Language
                  Reference adequate, or do we need even more than
                  that?
                - Eliot -- The Language Reference does seem to be
                  complete.
                - ...
                - Erik Hennum -- Proposes that we rely on the DTD
                  for content models and specialization package
                  organization, and rely on the language reference
                  for what it all means.  A model in the future
                  would rely on a syntax-independent definition of
                  the semantics, and from this the DTD/schema would
                  be derived.
                - Eliot -- Need to add a high-level description of
                  the packages -- what is a topic? what is
                  a concept/task/reference?  This needs to be
                  included in the language reference.
                - Bruce Esrig -- Do we need to say anything about
                  processing?
                - Don -- It's covered in the language reference,
                  although it's not perfect in that respect.
                - Eliot -- We don't want to talk about how the
                  processing is implemented.
                - Don -- We need to make sure the Language Reference
                  is complete in regard to processing.
                - Bruce -- Is the processing semantics implicit in
                  the Language Reference, or do we need to say
                  something explicitly?
                - Eliot -- What processing semantics specifically
                  are we talking about?  In how much detail should
                  DITA specify this / how general should the
                  specification be?
                - Erik -- We might make these kinds of statements as
                  illustrations, we shouldn't make them as normative
                  restraints.  "This kind of thing will typically be
                  rendered as a link."
                - Nancy -- The processing application will determine
                  how this is rendered.  There are some elements
                  that are created for the purpose to do something
                  with them, but not all elements require
                  presentation.  You should say something about how
                  an item is typically rendered.
                - Eliot -- Yes, but it doesn't say "It must be
                  rendered this way."
                - Bruce -- These mechanisms must be completely
                  described.
                - Eliot -- If some elements have relationships with
                  other elements, we need to explicitly define those
                  relationships, but that's all, we don't need to go
                  beyond that.
                - Bruce -- 
                - Don -- This is all good input for the review
                  process, but we don't need to rewrite the given
                  proposal.



                - Eliot -- We'll provide at least one thorough
                  example of how things should work, but this
                  example won't be the normative definition.

            - PROPOSAL -- The normative definition of DITA consists
              of the element semantics and package organization as
              described in the Language Reference, and the element
              content models and attribute typing and specialization
              pattern as encoded in the DTD.

            - The proposal was approved -- no objections.

        - Namespace for DITA?
            - Moved to next week.
        

        - Which version of CALS table model?
            - A lot of discussion on the virtues of the HTML model,
              the CALS exchange model, and the CALS model.
            - Some issues considered -- 
                - Can you get required print quality using HTML
                  model, which allows you to specify line widths
                  only as pixels?   >>> No
                - Is there a way to specify cell shading in the CALS
                  model?   >>> Yes, you can use attributes to do
                  this.

            - PROPOSAL -- We recommend a CALS table model -- the
              HTML model is not required for this version of the
              specification.  We still need to decide which CALS
              model to use (full CALS model, or CALS Exchange
              model).

            - The proposal was approved -- no objections.

            - Need to resolve final question -- which CALS model to
              use.  That discussion is moved to next week.
           
        
        - Conref and XInclude? 
            - Moved to next week.

    4. Review/revise intro section for the initial specifications.
        - Content:
            - Latest version:
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm

        - Schedule:
            - 17 Aug 2004
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                  first section and send out for review.
                - Begin review of 1st section.
            - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
            - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
            - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                  of final review
            - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
            - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

        - Action Required:  Let's discuss this on the list!

    5. AOB?     
        - None

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 

    - Approved minutes of 03 August.
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    - Decision -- The normative definition of DITA consists of the
      element semantics and package organization as described in the
      Language Reference, and the element content models and
      attribute typing and specialization pattern as encoded in the
      DTD.

    - Decision -- We recommend a CALS table model -- the HTML model
      is not required for this version of the specification.  We
      still need to decide which CALS model to use (full CALS model,
      or CALS Exchange model).

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way). 
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet. (6/29/04) 
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format) 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list. Still pending as of
        7/27/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc. 

    037 Don -- Find someone to investigate the impact on those with
        legacy content of moving from the CALS model to the HTML
        model. 

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.

    041 All -- Send comments on spec 1.0 to JoAnn this week.

    042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
        face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
        final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.

    044 All -- Review the .chm file sent out by Michael Priestley
        located at
 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm
        and post comments to the TC list.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
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        relationship to topic-based writing?

    007 All -- Decide which version of the CALS table model to use
        -- either the full CALS model, or the CALS Exchange model.

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE -- MEETING MINUTES -- 17 AUG 2004

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 17 Aug 2004 13:59:20 -0700

DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE -- MEETING MINUTES -- 17 AUG 2004

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 10 August

    3. Review/revise intro section for the initial specifications.
        - Content:
            - Latest versions:
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8677/dita
spec-intro-08102004.pdf

        - Schedule:
            - 17 Aug 2004
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                  first section and send out for review.
                - Begin review of 1st section.
            - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
            - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
            - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                  of final review
            - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
            - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

    4. New tasks--discuss DTD cleanup for specification, for
       example:
        - Edit and normalize formatting, comments, copyrights,
          licenses, etc..
        - Test the DTDs and Schemas
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        - Test suites for conformance testing? methodologies for
          testing?
        - Implementation/interoperability tips for users, vendors

    5. Progress on remaining issues currently in discussion.
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? 

    6. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - Members -- 14/28 >>> We have quorum.
            - Paul Grosso
            - Yas Etessam
            - Mike Wethington
            - Wendy Hambleton
            - Don Day
            - Paul Antonov
            - Mary McRae
            - Shawn Jordan
            - Eliot Kimber
            - Seraphim Larsen
            - Bruce Esrig
            - Rob Frankland
            - Stanley Doherty
            - Sharon Veach
        - Observers and visitors -- 
            - David Brainard
            - Erik Hennum
            - Nancy Harrison
            - Eric Sirois
            - Karl Best

    2. Review/approve minutes from 10 August
        - Some amendments captured in the TC list.
        - Action Items and Issues were reviewed.
        - Minutes approved as amended.

    3. Review/revise intro section for the initial specifications.
        - Content:
            - Latest versions:
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm
                -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8677/dita
spec-intro-08102004.pdf

        - Schedule:
            - 17 Aug 2004
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                  first section and send out for review.
                - Begin review of 1st section.
            - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
            - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
            - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                  of final review
            - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
            - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

        - Discussion -- 
            - Discussion ensued about the use of the phrase
              "document type" in the specification.  
                - We need to discuss this on the TC list and bring
                  it to resolution.  Erik Hennum to take this
                  action.
        
            - Introduction -- 
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                - We need to clarify the term "domain".

            - MIME-type section -- 
                - Is this necessary?
                - Erik -- Before discussing the coverage of the MIME
                  type in the spec, shouldn't we discuss whether DITA
                  should even have a MIME type?  Is it a requirement for
                  Spec 1.0?
                - Don -- Let's ask Michael to clarify it in the spec.

            - Namespaces and identifiers -- 
                - Still issues to be resolved -- there's nothing here
                  yet.

            - Move "definitions and background concepts" to the top of
              the list in the introduction.  Also add the diagram that
              shows the relationship between the standard topic types.
                - Several people agree this is a good idea.

            - How to manage the source files?
                - Keep the master copy on the TC website?
                - Keep it there as a single zip file.

    4. NOT COVERED -- New tasks--discuss DTD cleanup for
       specification, for example:
        - Edit and normalize formatting, comments, copyrights,
          licenses, etc..
        - Test the DTDs and Schemas
        - Test suites for conformance testing? methodologies for
          testing?
        - Implementation/interoperability tips for users, vendors

    5. NOT COVERED -- Progress on remaining issues currently in
       discussion.
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? 

    6. NOT COVERED -- AOB? 

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - Approved minutes of 10 August.

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    024 Eliot -- Find out exactly how to entitle the subsections
        within the two specifications (as "sub specification", or as
        "Part 1, part 2, etc.", or in some other way). 
            - Eliot sent email to specification support person, but
              no response back yet. (6/29/04) 
            - Also Eliot should ask if OASIS can provide any
              examples of well-written specs (in regard to content,
              not format) 
            - Carl recommends that we look at the SAML spec as
              a good example.  The WSF is also a good example.
              DocBook is also in pretty good shape. (8/17/04)
            - Bruce Esrig looked at the OWL spec (Web Ontology)
              (W3C) and thought it was an excellent example.
              (Non-OASIS).  (8/17/04)
            - Closed (8/17/04)

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 



    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list. Still pending as of
        8/17/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

    037 Don -- Find someone to investigate the impact on those with
        legacy content of moving from the CALS model to the HTML
        model.  Posted to TC list; closed 8/17/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    041 All -- Send comments on spec 1.0 to JoAnn this week.  >>>
        Don posted something to the list.

    042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
        face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
        final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.

    044 All -- Review the .chm file sent out by Michael Priestley
        located at
 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm
        and post comments to the TC list.

    045 Erik Hennum -- Start discussion on the TC list about the use
        of the phrase "document type" in the specification.

    046 Don? -- Incorporate review comments from today's discussion
        into the 1.0 draft (8/17/04).

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

    007 All -- Decide which version of the CALS table model to use
        -- either the full CALS model, or the CALS Exchange model.
        >>> On agenda for today.

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 24 AUG 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Wed, 25 Aug 2004 14:20:35 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 24 AUG 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 17 August
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00051.html

    3. Review/revalidate our managing authoring/review process:
       (based on email from Seraphim Larsen)
        - Solicit editorial comments from the group during
          a specific time period -- either email directly to Michael
          and JoAnn, or post to the TC list
        - Michael and JoAnn compile the comments, using their
          discretion on whether to incorporate something or not
        - If there are conflicts, we should summarize them at the
          committee meeting, take them to the TC list, and try to
          resolve them there.  If resolution is not possible on the
          list, then let's bring them to the meeting.

    4. Timed discussion on current issues.
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? (no recent discussion--is this "in"
          or "out"?)

    5. New discussions/issues:
        - S1000D (general separation of class architecture from
          implementation vocabularies)
        - Terminology
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00064.html

    5. New tasks--discuss DTD cleanup for specification, for
       example:
        - Edit and normalize formatting, comments, copyrights,
          licenses, etc..
        - Test the DTDs and Schemas
        - Test suites for conformance testing? methodologies for
          testing?
        - Implementation/interoperability tips for users, vendors
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    6. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - Members: Paul Grosso, France Baril, Eliot Kimber, Seraphim
          Larsen, Bruce Esrig, Robin Cover, Rob Frankland, Sharon
          Veach, Stanley Doherty, Debbie Lapeyre, Don Day 
        - Observers and visitors: Zachary Taylor, Eric Sirois, Erik
          Hennum, John Hunt, Tyde Richards
        - We do have a quorum (11/22).

    2. Review/approve minutes from 17 August
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00051.html
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Review/revalidate our managing authoring/review process:
       (based on email from Seraphim Larsen)
        - Solicit editorial comments from the group during
          a specific time period -- either email directly to Michael
          and JoAnn, or post to the TC list
        - Michael and JoAnn compile the comments, using their
          discretion on whether to incorporate something or not
        - If there are conflicts, we should summarize them at the
          committee meeting, take them to the TC list, and try to
          resolve them there.  If resolution is not possible on the
          list, then let's bring them to the meeting.

        - Discussion -- 
            - Why?  So we can spend the meeting time dealing with
              more substantive issues, instead of line-by-line
              editing.

            - Have a specific agenda item to cover any open issues
              -- for example, someone has already submitted an issue
              to JoAnn/Michael, but it hasn't been addressed in the
              spec yet.

            - Perhaps the written current version of the spec could
              include a list of issues that still need to be
              resolved.

            - Paul Grosso -- Yes, carry the issues along with each
              rev of the spec.  When you are ready to release 1.0,
              you shouldn't have any issues left.

            - No objections -- Approved by acclamation. 

    4. Timed discussion on current issues.
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? (no recent discussion--is this "in"
          or "out"?)

        - OK to defer till Michael gets back, so we don't need to
          discuss these things twice?
            - No objections, approved by acclamation.  

    5. New discussions/issues:
        - S1000D (general separation of class architecture from
          implementation vocabularies)
            - Eliot -- DITA's mechanisms fill a real need, so the
              specialization architecture will "sell itself".
            - Bruce Esrig -- Maybe it makes sense to separate out
              the architectural issues -- and highlight them so
              others can use them?
            - Erik Hennum -- It seems like we're seeing a trend
              towards TWO specifications -- and this is something he
              likes.  If we make a clean separation, we'll have
              a better specification overall.
            - John Hunt -- Didn't catch his comments.
            - Don -- Do we need to make this decision today?
              Probably not -- let's take it to the list for
              discussion. 
            - Erik Hennum -- He'll take the action item to bring
              this discussion to the list.  
          
        - Terminology
            -

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00051.html


http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00064.html
            - Erik Hennum took a few minutes to summarize.
            - What is a "module"?  >>> A useful collection of
              elements.
            - Erik Hennum and Bruce Esrig are recognized for the
              excellent work that has gone into this!
            - We will leave this discussion to the list.

    5. New tasks--discuss DTD cleanup for specification, for
       example:
        - Edit and normalize formatting, comments, copyrights,
          licenses, etc..
            - Eliot and Debbie -- Take action item to lead this
              discussion on the list, since they both have strong
              opinions about how DTDs should be formatted. 

        - Test the DTDs and Schemas
        - Test suites for conformance testing? methodologies for
          testing?
            - Don -- How do we test the DTDs and Schemas?
                - For example, we want to make sure the content
                  models are complete.
                - For schemas, how do we ensure that inheritance has
                  been properly indicated?
                - Robin Cover -- There isn't really anything in
                  place at OASIS for testing -- no real standards or
                  methods.  But some issues have appeared with other
                  specs in the past; for example, DTDs that wouldn't
                  parse.
                - Has anyone seen anything else?
                - Do we want to "guarantee" that our DTDs have been
                  checked with certain tools?  Do we want to offer
                  a "test suite", so that vendors have something to
                  test against (so vendors can say they are "DITA
                  compliant")?
                - Don will take the action to post something on this
                  to the TC list for further discussion.  

        - Implementation/interoperability tips for users, vendors
            - Use the DITA Users Group (on Yahoo) as a repository
              for guidelines, tips, case studies, and so on.
            - Need to discuss further in future meetings.

    6. AOB? 
        - No time -- this item not covered.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - Decided to carry a list of open issues along with each
      revision of the 1.0 spec.  When we get to the 1.0 release,
      hopefully all the issues will have been resolved.

    - Decided to defer discussion on the following issues till
      Michael gets back, so we don't need to discuss them twice -- 
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
        - Conref and XInclude? (no recent discussion--is this "in"
          or "out"?)
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    027 Erik Hennum -- Wrap up his thoughts about Conref and
        XInclude and put them on the list.  >>> Done as of 8/24/04.
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    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
        face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
        final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.
        >>> Let's make this an agenda item for next week (for 8/31).

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.

    044 All -- Review the .chm file sent out by Michael Priestley
        located at
 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/8636/dita
spec-intro-08102004.chm
        and post comments to the TC list.  Closed 8/24/04.

    045 Erik Hennum -- Start discussion on the TC list about the use
        of the phrase "document type" in the specification.  Closed
        8/24/04.

    046 Don? -- Incorporate review comments from today's discussion
        into the 1.0 draft (8/17/04).

    047 Erik Hennum -- Start discussion on the TC list about
        separating the spec into two specs -- one for the
        architecture and one for the implementation vocabulary.

    048 Eliot and Deborah -- Start discussion on the TC list about
        the formatting of the DTD/schemas.

    049 Don Day -- Start discussion on the TC list about testing the
        DTD/schemas and developing a "test suite".

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

    007 All -- Decide which version of the CALS table model to use
        -- either the full CALS model, or the CALS Exchange model.

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Sr. Technical Writer                      Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 31 AUG 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 7 Sep 2004 06:52:53 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 31 AUG 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE -- 

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 24 August
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00093.html

    3. Spec review process (need Michael and JoAnn)

    4. Resume discussion on current issues (deferred from last week):
        - Namespace for DITA?
        - Which version of CALS table model?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00042.html
        - Conref and XInclude? (no recent discussion--is this "in"
          or "out"?
        - S1000D
            - long term recommendations?
            - for spec: general separation of class architecture
              from implementation vocabularies
        - Terminology
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00064.html
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00099.html

    5. DTD cleanup
        - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments,
          etc.)
        - Testing the DTDs and Schemas

    6. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - Members: Paul Grosso, Yas Etessam, Mike Wethington, Wendy
          Hambledon, Michael Priestley, David Schell, Paul Antonov,
          JoAnn Hackos, Mary McRae, Deborah Lapeyre, Eliot Kimber,
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          Seraphim Larsen, Bruce Esrig, Robin Cover, Sharon Veach,
          Don Day 
        - We do have quorum (16/22)
        - Observers and visitors: David Brainard, Nancy Harrison,
          Tyde Richards

    2. Review/approve minutes from 24 August
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00093.html
        - No comments; action items were reviewed.
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Spec review process (need Michael and JoAnn)
        - Don updated Michael on the review process we adopted last
          meeting.
        - Michael and JoAnn would like all comments to come directly
          to both of them.
        - Nothing more to discuss.

    4. Resume discussion on current issues (deferred from last
       week):
        - Namespace for DITA?
            - Which approach should we take?
                - Put it in the spec? -- How much can we afford to
                  put into the spec this time around?
                - Just recommend a "best practice"? -- What "best
                  practices" can we recommend for those who require
                  namespaces?
            - Discussion --
                - Eliot -- Eliot summarized the discussion of this
                  topic that's been taking place on the list.
                - Don -- Let's create a subcommittee to work on this
                  issue and come to a conclusion.  It would include
                  Michael, Eliot, and Erik.  Bruce Esrig would like
                  to put forward some questions for them also.
                - Action Required for Don -- Get this set up.

        - Which version of CALS table model?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00042.html
            - Discussion -- 
                - Don conducted an IBM survery -- Yes, there will be
                  a migration hit, and it will not be painless.  But
                  we want to make the right choice.
                - Don -- Is there any remaining desire for the CALS
                  table model?  
                - Michael -- CALS doesn't handle some DITA-specific
                  table features.
                - Don -- Yes, it will need to be "DITAfied"
                - Michael -- As long as we have the DITA attributes
                  added and the row header attributes added, then it
                  looks OK to him.
                - Michael -- He thinks the target should be the CALS
                  Exchange Model with some DITA stuff added.
                - Debbie -- She wanted to support the choice of CALS
                  Exchange Model also.
                - Don -- Any other discussion on CALS vs. CALS
                  Exchange?  It seems the proposal on the table is
                  to adopt the CALS Exchange model instead of the
                  full CALS model.

            - Proposal -- Adopt the CALS Exchange model with
              the addition of some DITA-specific attributes and
              structure.
                - No objections
                - Approved by acclamation.

        - Conref and XInclude? (no recent discussion--is this "in"
          or "out"?
            - Discussion -- 
                - Don -- Where are we on this discussion?
                    - Recommends that we stay with Conref for now
                      and make a comment on the difficulties of
                      including XInclude.
                - Paul Grosso -- XInclude does some things that
                  Conref doesn't do.  But this has nothing to do
                  with DITA per se -- it is an XML thing.  We
                  probably don't need to say anything about it at
                  all in the DITA spec, except perhaps some comments
                  about *why* we're not saying anything.  Is there
                  any reason we should say that people should *not*
                  use XInclude?
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                - Eliot -- Trying to change the definition of conref
                  at this point in time is not practical.
                - Don -- The proposal, then, would not to conflate
                  conref with xinclude or vice-versa, but to keep
                  conref and add an FAQ explaining that xinclude is
                  an XML technology that can be used with DITA.

            - Proposal -- No relationship needs to be stated
              between conref and xinclude; we will keep conref in
              the 1.0 spec, and add an FAQ explaining that xinclude
              is an XML technology that can be used with DITA.
                - No objections to this wording
                - Approved by acclamation.

        - S1000D
            - Not covered -- no time.

        - Terminology
            - Not covered -- no time.

    5. DTD cleanup
        - Not covered -- no time.

    6. Face-to-face meeting?
        - Not covered -- no time.

    7. AOB? 
        - Not covered -- no time.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - Decided -- To adopt the CALS Exchange model with the addition
      of some DITA-specific attributes and structure.

    - Decided -- No relationship needs to be stated between conref
      and xinclude; we will keep conref in the 1.0 spec, and add an
      FAQ explaining that xinclude is an XML technology that can be
      used with DITA.
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
        face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
        final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.
        >>> On agenda for today, 8/31/04.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.

    046 Don? -- Incorporate review comments from today's discussion
        into the 1.0 draft (8/17/04).

    047 Erik Hennum -- Start discussion on the TC list about



        separating the spec into two specs -- one for the
        architecture and one for the implementation vocabulary.  <<<
        Closed as of 8/31/04.

    048 Eliot and Deborah -- Start discussion on the TC list about
        the formatting of the DTD/schemas.  <<< Closed as of
        8/31/04.

    049 Don Day -- Start discussion on the TC list about testing the
        DTD/schemas and developing a "test suite".  <<< Closed as of
        8/31/04.

    050 Don Day -- Start a subcommittee to resolve the namespace
        issues.  New as of 8/31/04.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

    007 All -- Decide which version of the CALS table model to use
        -- either the full CALS model, or the CALS Exchange model.
        >>> Resolved 8/31/04 -- see Decisions.

    008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as
        of 8/31/04.

<END> 
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[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 07 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 7 Sep 2004 12:19:49 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 07 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 31 August (pending availability)
      
    3. Resume discussion on current issues (from last week and the
       list):
        - Comparison between DITA and S1000D--any further actions?
        - For the Exchange table model (agreed on last week):
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00042.html,
          in particular the final bullet.  What migration issues can
          the TC help mitigate for current users?

    4. DTD cleanup
        - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, etc.)
        - Testing the DTDs and Schemas

    5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?

    6. AOB? 

    - Schedule reminder:
        - 17 Aug 2004
          - First major milestone -- complete
            first draft of first section and send
            out for review.
          - Begin review of 1st section.
        - 07 Sep 2004
          - Complete review/revision of 1st
            section; begin review of 2nd section.
        - 28 Sep 2004
          - Complete review/revision of 2nd
            section; begin review of 3rd section.  
        - 19 Oct 2004
          - Complete review/revision of 3rd
            section; beginning of final review
        - 02 Nov 2004
          - Complete final review
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        - 16 Nov 2004
          - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - Members: Paul Grosso, Mike Wethington, Wendy Hambleton,
          Michael Priestley, France Baril, JoAnn Hackos, Seraphim
          Larsen, Bruce Esrig, Robin Cover, Rob Frankland, Stanley
          Doherty, Sharon Veach, Jerry Smith, Don Day
        - We do have quorum (14/22)
        - Observers and Visitors: David Brainard, Erik Hennum,
          Kirsten Nothstine, Alan Houser

    2. Review/approve minutes from 31 August
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00000.html
        - Minutes approved by acclamation.

    3. Resume discussion on current issues (from last week and the
       list):
        - Comparison between DITA and S1000D--any further actions?
            - JoAnn -- Without Scott on the phone, how do we resolve
              this?  (Scott is the one who originated the
              discussion.)  
            - Don -- Perhaps at this point we should just draft some
              comments saying that there are relationships between
              DITA and other topic-based architectures?
            - Erik -- Perhaps we should come up with a consistent
              approach to addressing relationships between DITA and
              other topic-based standards -- not just focused on
              S1000D.
            - Seraphim -- Let's include this in the "best practices"
              doc that accompanies the spec -- not in the spec
              itself.
            - Don -- Let's make this a formal recommendation (future
              agenda item?), to create a "best practices" document
              separate from the spec.  We will include the
              discussion on other topic-based standards in this
              "best practices" doc.

        - For the Exchange table model (agreed on last week):
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00042.html,
          in particular the final bullet.  What migration issues can
          the TC help mitigate for current users?

            - The following bullet from above link has the specific
              issues:
 
                - "To match our [DITA-enriched] model, [the
                  Exchange] table would need:"
                    - "[To add to the table element] %univ-atts;,
                      (%select-atts; + %id-atts; + @translate
                      + @xml:lang), %global-atts; (@xtrf + @xtrc),
                      and @class, as well as the @rowheader
                      attribute and the @scale attribute."

                        - @scale -- Is there utility to keeping this
                          attribute?  Any discussion?  
                            - This is a styling attribute.  It
                              indicates the font scaling of the
                              table.  When you are in a print
                              environment, it instructs the composer
                              to adjust the font size relatively.
                            - Current proposal -- To keep @scale as
                              a DITA-specific 
                            - Paul Grosso: concerned that we're
                              adding a presentation attribute that
                              is just needed by IBM -- seems like an
                              extra complication that we don't need.
                            - Michael Priestley -- We don't have
                              a mechanism for adding new attributes
                              as a part of a specialization, so this
                              is something we need to include now.
                              Many customers (not just IBM) want
                              high-quality print output, and this is
                              needed to ensure high-quality
                              printable tables.
                            - Bruce Esrig from Lucent agrees.
                            - @scale is the only attribute that
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                              crosses the line into presentation.
                            - JoAnn -- Have we heard from Indi about
                              this?  Nokia is doing both print and
                              online, correct?
                            - Don -- Yes, France Baril is someone we
                              should ask also.
                            - France -- She's had to find a way to
                              present her tables properly.  
                            - Don -- From all this, it seems like
                              the discussion of the @scale attrib.
                              is not DITA-specific.  We need to
                              perhaps have a separate discussion
                              about presentation attributes in
                              general.
                            - Michael -- He's pessimistic about
                              finding a general presentation
                              mechanism that applies to tables.  The
                              problem is that @scale is based on the
                              content, not the semantics. 
                            - Don -- Action item to explain this on
                              the list some more.

                    - "Tgroup, thead, tbody, and row would also need
                      the %univ-atts;, %global-atts;, and @class
                      values;"

                    - "Entry would need %global-atts; and @class."

                    - "[In addition, the DITA-unique <desc> element
                      would need to be added in; this element
                      enables more consistent presentation of both
                      figures and tables.]"

        - Terminology
            - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

    4. DTD cleanup
        - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments,
          etc.)
            - Ran out of time -- Not addressed
        - Testing the DTDs and Schemas
            - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

    5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?
            - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

    6. AOB? 
            - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
    - None
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    026 Michael -- See how Conref and XInclude contrast with SGML.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04.  <<< Closed as of 9/7/04.

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will



        be ongoing.

    042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
        face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
        final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.  <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04.

    046 Don? -- Incorporate review comments from today's discussion
        into the 1.0 draft (8/17/04).  <<< Don sent review comments
        to Michael, as of 9/7/04.

    050 Don Day -- Start a subcommittee to resolve the namespace
        issues.  New as of 8/31/04.  <<< Completed as of 9/7/04;
        however, it will not be a formal subcommittee, but just
        a discussion group that will bring their conclusions to the
        TC for final approval.

    051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute
        and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms).

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

    008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as
        of 8/31/04.

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
        for future discussion.

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
        into the "Best Practices" document.

<END> 
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Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 14 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 14 Sep 2004 12:32:04 -0500

MEETING MINUTES -- 14 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
   0. Assign a minute-taker

   1. Roll call

   2. Review/approve minutes from 7 September
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00003.html
     
   3. Resume discussion on current issues:
       - For the Exchange table model:
      Finish reviewing the proposed DITA inclusions
      What migration issues can the TC help mitigate for current users?

   4. DTD cleanup
       - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, etc.)
       - Testing the DTDs and Schemas

   5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?

   6. AOB? 

   - Schedule reminder:
       - 17 Aug 2004
         - First major milestone -- complete
           first draft of first section and send
           out for review.
         - Begin review of 1st section.
       - 07 Sep 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 1st
           section; begin review of 2nd section.
       - 28 Sep 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 2nd
           section; begin review of 3rd section.  
       - 19 Oct 2004
         - Complete review/revision of 3rd
           section; beginning of final review
       - 02 Nov 2004
         - Complete final review
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       - 16 Nov 2004
         - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
   1. Roll call
       - Members: Paul Grosso, Wendy Hambleton, Michael Priestley,
         Paul Antonov, France Baril, Mary McRae, Deborah Lapeyre,
         Eliot Kimber, Sharon Veach, Don Day
       - We do not have quorum (10/22)
       - Observers and Visitors: David Brainard, Erik Hennum,
         Eric Sirois, Tyde Richards, Kirsten Nothstine

   2. Review/approve minutes from 07 September
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00003.html
         france: motion to approve
         michael: second
       - Minutes approved.

   3. Resume discussion on current issues:
       - For the Exchange table model:
      Finish reviewing the proposed DITA inclusions
           - Don reviewed the list he posted just before the meeting
           - mp: friendly amendment--
               proposed adding id-atts to <entry> to allow reuse of
               individual cells
           - proposal seems backwards-compatible; will add to list.

           - discussion of scale attribute
           -   don: part of display-atts, on many exhibits
           -   paul grosso: same concerns, introducing presentation
               attribute;
               own customers don't use it, why does dita?
           -   mp: writers need it
           -   don: can do via processing override
           -   mp: too onerous for writers
           -   pg: what about interop with other tables outside dita?
           -   debbie: scale typically on graphic, not table; and applies
               to exhibit, not text within the exhibit, hence pushback
           -   Issue for TC: revisit scale on graphic
           -   mp: we (IBM) are using it consistently though, in table
                 case pgwide handles size of table, scale handles text,
                 scaling of graphics
           -   pg: will not object if community agrees
           -   mp: propose email vote
              part a: scale attribute part of proposal?
              part b: approval of proposal (including addition of
                         id-atts on entry)
           -  Discussion:
              -  france: what would writers do if scale wasn't available?
              -  don: add one override per table, selecting tables to scale
                      by id
              -  debbie: we are adding something most software won't have;
                      this will be a dita table model, not exchange
              -  france: possible to split or scale on output without
                      attribute?
              -  mary: anyone other than ibm using it?
              -  france: not using yet, but think it's important
              -  don: ask dita users forum about scale attribute?
              -  mp: ask now, vote next week
           -  don: consensus, will do (Action: Don to ask on dita-users)

      - What migration issues can the TC help mitigate for current users?

           -  don: one possibility is a migration transform
              but issues with doctype/dtd/schema reference
              need to parameterize transform, or require new shell per
                   output doctype
                 possible to parameterize xsl:output?
           -  mp: can see what ibm is doing and ask if it can be
                 contributed
           -  don: good project for practicing xslt skills if anyone's
                 interested
                 (silence)
           -  don: Action: check with ibm tools team. either way wait for
                 next week before starting development
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       - Terminology
           - mp: concern with vocabulary since previously meant domain
                 why not say document type?
           - erik: implies entire set of elements, which could include
                 non-dita elements
           - Ran out of time during discussion
           - Don: take discussion to the list
           - Action for Michael Priestley: provide this comment
             about vocabulary to the list.

   4. DTD cleanup
       - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments,
         etc.)
           - Ran out of time -- Not addressed
       - Testing the DTDs and Schemas
           - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

   5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?
           - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

   6. AOB? 
           - Ran out of time -- Not addressed

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
   - None; no quorum today
       

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
   017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
       extensibility and the creation of new elements not
       necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
       (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

   021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
       of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
       7/20/04. 

   022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
       as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
       pending as of 7/20/04. 

   036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
       namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
       that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

   040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
       an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
       to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
       post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
       be ongoing.

   042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
       face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
       final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.

   043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
       the introduction.  <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04.

   051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute
       and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms).
       <<< Completed as of 9/14/04

   052 Don Day, 9/14/04 -- Is anyone other than IBM actually using
       the scale attribute? Don to ask on dita-users forum; get
       usage info for next week's discussion.

   053 Don Day or Michael Priestley, 9/14/04 -- Ask the IBM tools
       team what they contemplate doing for table migration, and 
       whether it can be contributed for all to use.

   054 Michael Priestley, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about
       vocabulary (terminology discussion) to the list.



** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
   005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
       introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

   006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
       a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
       in other XML applications that otherwise have no
       relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

   008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as
       of 8/31/04.

   009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
       for future discussion.

   010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
       architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
       into the "Best Practices" document.

   011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment
       of graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
       Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element, 
       which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.

<END>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 21 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 28 Sep 2004 09:54:38 -0500

MEETING MINUTES -- 21 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
   1. Roll call

   2. Review/approve minutes from 14 September
       - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00010.html

   3. Resume discussion on current issues:
       - For the Exchange table model:
           - Feedback/action on @scale usage
           - Feedback on migration mitigation
       - Terminology (awaiting list discussion)
       - Styles for DITA (new issue raised by Don)

   4. DTD cleanup
       - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, etc.)
       - Testing the DTDs and Schemas

   5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?

   6. AOB? 

   - Schedule reminder:
       - 17 Aug 2004 
               - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                 first section and send out for review.  
               - Begin review of 1st section.
       - 07 Sep 2004
               - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                 review of 2nd section.
       - 28 Sep 2004
               - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                 review of 3rd section.  
       - 19 Oct 2004
               - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                 of final review
       - 02 Nov 2004
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               - Complete final review
       - 16 Nov 2004
               - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
   1. Roll call
         Members: Paul Grosso, Yas Etessam, Mike Wethington, Michael
         Priestley, France Baril, Seraphim Larsen, Indie Liepa, Rob
         Frankland, Sharon Veach, Don Day (10/21--not a quorum)

         Observers and visitors: David Brainard, Erik Hennum, Eric
         Sirois, Tyde Richards, Karl Best, Erik Hickson, Kirsten
         Nothstine

       - No quorum.

   2. Review/approve minutes from 14 September
       - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00010.html
       - No issues were raised; but we can't formally approve
         because we don't have quorum.

   3. Resume discussion on current issues:
       - For the Exchange table model:
           - Feedback/action on @scale usage
           - Feedback on migration mitigation
               - Someone said there would be no impact for them.
               - Michael Priestley -- He suspects there are lots of
                 migration issues for IBM.  He also has the
                 impression that many of us who are considering
                 using DITA would like to see a @scale attribute.
               - Any other current users?
       - Terminology (awaiting list discussion)
       - Styles for DITA (new issue raised by Don)
           - France -- If people need presentation information,
             couldn't that just be a domain that they add?  
           - Don -- This is something that Paul Grosso also
             suggested.
           - Discussion continued...  This is a thorny problem!
           - Michael's proposal -- To keep the @scale attribute
             (for tables, lines, code examples, etc.) (text).  It's
             hard to migrate legacy docs without it.  But also it's
             just the best way to handle this issue.
           - Don -- Maybe we should keep @scale to handle legacy
             docs, but come up with a new scaling model
             / methodology that's more generally applicable.
           - Paul -- It seems like it's not very well defined.
             This can be a problem, especially for
             interoperability.
           - Don -- Need to finish this discussion later -- let's
             take it to the list.

   4. DTD cleanup
       - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, etc.)
       - Testing the DTDs and Schemas
       - No time, not covered.

   5. Feasibility of a TC F2F?
       - No time, not covered.

   6. AOB? 
       - No time, not covered.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
   - None
       

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
   017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
       extensibility and the creation of new elements not
       necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00010.html


       (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

   021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
       of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
       7/20/04. 

   022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
       as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
       pending as of 7/20/04. 

   036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
       namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
       that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.

   040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
       an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
       to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
       post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
       be ongoing.

   042 All -- Consider need for and practicality of 2-3 day
       face-to-face meeting in late October in order to resolve
       final technical issues in advance of final editorial work.
       <<< Let's remove this from the agenda (9/21/04).

   043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
       the introduction.  <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04.

   051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute
       and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms).

   052 Don Day, 9/14/04 -- Is anyone other than IBM actually using
       the scale attribute? Don to ask on dita-users forum; get
       usage info for next week's discussion.

   053 Don Day or Michael Priestley, 9/14/04 -- Ask the IBM tools
       team what they contemplate doing for table migration, and
       whether it can be contributed for all to use. <<< Completed
       as of 9/21/04.

   054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about vocabulary
       (terminology discussion) to the list.

   055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to
       the list.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
   005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
       introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

   006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
       a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
       in other XML applications that otherwise have no
       relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

   008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as
       of 8/31/04.

   009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
       for future discussion.

   010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
       architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
       into the "Best Practices" document.

   011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of
       graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
       Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
       which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.
   



<END> 
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 28 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 5 Oct 2004 08:15:24 -0500

Posted for Seraphim Larsen 

MEETING MINUTES -- 28 SEPT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call 

    2. Review/approve minutes from 21 September (look in the mailing 
       list archives before the meeting) and from 14 September (no 
       quorum last week) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00010.html 

    3. Feasibility of a TC F2F? 

    4. Terminology 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00032.html 

    5. Style wrapup (no recent discussion on the list). We do not 
       need to design a mechanism, just have an idea where we are 
       headed, and have recommendations for current users. 

    6. Provide DITA perspective to TAC?(subgroup of Interchange of 
       DATA between Administrations, a European standards activity) 
       http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00036.html 

    7. Wrapup of containment discussion: 
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        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00026.html 
          and many following 

    8. Resume discussion on previous and unfinished issues: 
        - Any new feedback/action on @scale usage? (Don proposes 
          that we document clearly the expected behavior of @scale, 
          and keep it for now for best legacy compatibility) 
        - Any new feedback on migration mitigation for tables? 

    9. DTD cleanup 
        - Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, 
          etc.) 
        - Testing the DTDs and Schemas 

    10. AOB? 

    - Schedule reminder: 
        - 17 Aug 2004 
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of 
                  first section and send out for review.   
                - Begin review of 1st section. 
        - 07 Sep 2004 
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin 
                  review of 2nd section. 
        - 28 Sep 2004 
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin 
                  review of 3rd section.   
        - 19 Oct 2004 
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning 
                  of final review 
        - 02 Nov 2004 
                - Complete final review 
        - 16 Nov 2004 
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call 
        - We do have quorum today (16/21) 
        - Members: Paul Grosso, Wendy Hambleton, Michael Priestley, 
          Paul Antonov, France Baril, Mary McRae, Eliot Kimber, Seraphim 
          Larsen, Bruce Esrig, Indie Liepa, Robin Cover, Rob Frankland, 
          Stanley Doherty, Sharon Veach, Jerry Smith, Don Day 

          Observers and visitors: David Brainard, Erik Hennum, Eric Sirois, 
          Kirsten Nothstine, Eric Hixson 

    2. Review/approve minutes from 21 September and from 
        14 September (no quorum last week) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00039.html 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00010.html 
        - Minutes from 21 Sept approved. 
        - Minutes from 14 Sept approved. 



    3. Feasibility of a TC F2F? 
        - Need to be sure we make the best use of the F2F -- not 
          just for reviewing documents, for example.  Best to use it 
          for anything requiring lengthy discussion (resolving 
          technical issues, for example). 
        - Mary Macrae will take an action item to get the dates for 
          the OASIS forum in New Orleans as a possible venue for the 
          F2F. 
        - We'll revisit this after we complete the 1.0 release. 

    4. Terminology 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00032.html 
        - Erik Hennum gave a quick summary. 
        - Discussion followed -- but we don't need to close now. 
          Eliot will move the discussion to the list. 

    5. Style wrapup (no recent discussion on the list). We do not 
       need to design a mechanism, just have an idea where we are 
       headed, and have recommendations for current users. 
        - Don will continue driving this discussion on the list. 

    6. Provide DITA perspective to TAC? (subgroup of Interchange of 
       DATA between Administrations, a European standards activity) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00036.html 
        - Don will compose a short note to them.   

    7. Wrapup of containment discussion: 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00026.html 
          and many following 
        - Anything here will be post-1.0.  Let's continue with the 
          discussion, but flag it as a post-1.0 and keep off the 
          agenda till then. 

    8. Resume discussion on previous and unfinished issues: 
        - Any new feedback/action on @scale usage? (Don proposes 
          that we document clearly the expected behavior of @scale, 
          and keep it for now for best legacy compatibility) 
            - Proposal accepted.   

        - Any new feedback on migration mitigation for tables? 
            - Proposal: 
              http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00009.html 
            - Original description: 
              http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200408/msg00042.html 
            - We will vote on this on a ballot.  Don will do the 
              ballot.   

    9. DTD cleanup -- No time, not covered. 

    10. AOB? -- No time, not covered. 

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 



    - Proposal accepted:  To document clearly the expected behavior 
      of @scale and keep it for now for best legacy compatibility. 
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general 
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not 
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open 
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion 
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of 
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo, 
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still 
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA 
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page 
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04. 

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create 
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order 
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and 
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will 
        be ongoing. 

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to 
        the introduction.  <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04. 

    051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute 
        and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms). 

    052 Don Day, 9/14/04 -- Is anyone other than IBM actually using 
        the scale attribute? Don to ask on dita-users forum; get 
        usage info for next week's discussion. <<< We haven't heard 
        from anyone else, so we'll assume that IBM is the primary 
        user that has significant legacy usage of the @scale 
        attribute.  Closed 9/28/04. 

    054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about vocabulary 
        (terminology discussion) to the list. 

    055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to the list. 
        Ongoing. 

    056 Mary Macrae, 9/28/04 -- Get the dates for the OASIS forum in 
        New Orleans as a possible venue for the DITA F2F. 

    057 Eliot Kimber, 9/28/04 -- Move the discussion on terminology 
        (and meta-terminology) to the list. 



    058 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Compose a short note to the TAC. 

    059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to keep 
        the full set of features for mitigating table migration. 

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual 
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn. 

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in 
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use 
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no 
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing. 

    008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as 
        of 8/31/04. 

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda 
        for future discussion. 

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based 
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this 
        into the "Best Practices" document. 

    011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of 
        graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.). 
        Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element, 
        which in HTML subsumes the <img> element. 
    

<END>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 5 OCT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 12 Oct 2004 09:32:51 -0500

Minutes taken by Michael Priestley

MEETING MINUTES -- 5 OCT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 

0. Scribe for today's minutes 

1. Roll call

2. Review/approve minutes from 28 September
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200410/msg00007.html

3. Specification status 

4. List issues: 
  - TC: terminology 
  - dita-users: image/@align, tm/image

5. DTD cleanup
- Alignment convention (elements, attributes, comments, etc.)
- Testing the DTDs and Schemas

6. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
   1. Roll call 
      Members: Bruce Esrig, Dave Schell, Deborah Lapeyre, France Baril, Indi Liepa, Michael
Priestley, Paul Grosso, Robin Cover, Stanley Doherty, Don Day (10/21: no quorum)
      Observers and visitors: Erik Hennum, Nancy Harrison, Alan Houser

minutes:
 previous minutes cannot be approved given lack of quorum
 open items were reviewed, no changes recommended

status of spec:
 - don owing content for 2.0
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 - 2.0 content should be done by next week
 - 3.0 stuff - erik and michael on the hook, other volunteers welcome
 - next week: 
   - revisit question of separate spec for specialization
   - should not affect 3.0 content so much;
     just means dita references would become examples

terminology:

document type
- bruce: we're tending towards document type
- need input from eliot, joann- others who are absent

dita-users list issues:
 - align attribute on image - legacy discussion to be added from don
   (document image/@align along with the table/@style expectations)
 - image in tm - but how would we sort? 
processing right now is absent in dita toolkit in any case
so we need clear definition of expected behavior
france baril: not currently using
nokia: currently using, but as text only
don: will suggest using text that could be used as a lookup for an image
will also describe ibm's use - added by tool, only first one takes effect
can resume discussion on tc after discussion on dita-users
      (to clarify intended use before undertaking design work)

     action for don: reply to image align and tm notes in dita-users

DTD cleanup: 
 don proposes it's an editorial decision, leave it up to joann hackos
 and michael priestley to decide, don will implement

 action for don: add to agenda for next week's meeting

Testing DTDs and schemas:
 - France Baril will investigate and return with some options

 - don: we need to validate not only according to DTD or schema rules,
   but also test somehow whether they follow the dita design pattern

 - Indi: will forward comments from audit of their (nokia's) specialization process

 - France: any easier to test design pattern on schemas? since they are xml,
   easier to add validation transform

 - Eric Sirois: current version of schemas not using inheritance (since
   buggy in schema 1.0) - planning to write transform to help developers
   validate their specialization - but not yet written

 - action for Eric Sirois: provide XSLT validation for specialized schemas
   once developed (presumably one for shell, one for module? or traverse
   full schema from shell)

 - don: ideally should work for both map and topic specialization

 - eric: should it also validate style? (eg following debbie's suggestions)

 - mp: suggest not, or at least optional - don't make conflicting house styles a validity issue

mp: I'll be absent next time for sigdoc

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
None today; no quorum.

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 



   017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general 
       extensibility and the creation of new elements not 
       necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open 
       (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

   021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion 
       of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of 
       7/20/04. 

   022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo, 
       as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still 
       pending as of 7/20/04. 

   036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA 
       namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page 
       that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04. 

   040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create 
       an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order 
       to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and 
       post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will 
       be ongoing. 

   043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to 
       the introduction.  <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04. 

   051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute 
       and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms). 

    054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about vocabulary 
       (terminology discussion) to the list. 

   055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to the list. 
       Ongoing. 

   056 Mary Macrae, 9/28/04 -- Get the dates for the OASIS forum in 
       New Orleans as a possible venue for the DITA F2F.
       Closed 10/05/04 with this communique:

       "second annual OASIS Symposium will be held in New Orleans,
        LA on 25-29 April. TCs are strongly encouraged to fix this
        date for a TC F2F meeting;"

   057 Eliot Kimber, 9/28/04 -- Move the discussion on terminology 
       (and meta-terminology) to the list. Closed 10/05/04

   058 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Compose a short note to the TAC. 

   059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to keep 
       the full set of features for mitigating table migration. 

   060 Indi Liepa, 10/05/04 -- forward comments from audit of Nokia's
       specialization process

   061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- reply to image align and tm notes in
       dita-users

   062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
       specialized schemas once developed

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
   005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual 
       introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn. 

   006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in 
       a separate specification in order to make it easier to use 
       in other XML applications that otherwise have no 
       relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing. 

   008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as 
       of 8/31/04. 

   009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda 
       for future discussion. 

   010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based 



       architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this 
       into the "Best Practices" document. 

   011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of 
       graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.). 
       Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element, 
       which in HTML subsumes the <img> element. 
   

<END>
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 12 OCT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 2 Nov 2004 08:22:14 -0600

MEETING MINUTES -- 12 OCT 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

0. Scribe for today's minutes

Bruce Esrig

1. Roll call

Quorum achieved: 11 out of 22.

2. Review/approve minutes from 5 October

Minutes from 28 September: approved.

Items from October 5 minutes.

Â· Item 56 closed.
Â· Item 57 closed -> move discussion to list
Â· Item 58 open: need to write up the notes.
Â· Issue 59: can vote today
Â· Item 60 closed today: Indi Leepa comments. Have been transmitted to DITA user group.
Â· Item 61. Don TBD
Â· Item 62. Eric Sirois. Re XLST tool for specialized schemas, Indi recommends Jarno to work on this.

Minutes from 5 October: approved.

3. Specification draft status
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Don has completed his input. Michael and Joann will be in touch to begin work next week.

4. "revisit question of separate spec for specialization"

Joann: specialization is an important concept, so in favor. Concept of a hierarchical approach to the construction of a
standard for any kind of information design to simplify the development, to allow for the kind of flexibility that
specialization provides, to allow for easier expansion of the DTD in the future.

Bruce Esrig: technically tricky, deserves separate attention. Separate it out to avoid churn in the main part of the spec.

Tyde Richards: Background from SCORM. SCORM is referring to parts of DITA, just needs to be able to reference the
info.

Eric Hennum: specialization fits better with the architecture specification than with the topic specification.
(Summarizing in Eliotâ€™s absence) The specialization architecture applies to other vocabularies aside from DITA.
(Eric) The benefit of the topic architecture, by dividing up the DTD into units, allows a reuse story. That story gets lost
if you simply apply the DITA class attribute to other type hierarchies. A common type hierarchy permits us to reuse
designs and offers a better basis for transferability. (Joann summarizing for Eric) So the topic hierarchy applies to a
certain set of problems. Adding specialization makes the range of applicability broader. (Eric) When to use
specialization (as a topic architecture feature) as opposed to the topic hierarchy.

Eric Hickson (BMC): Trying to separate the specialization spec may be difficult because the details may be interwoven
with other DITA-specific details. (Donâ€™s version) Thereâ€™s an infrastructure that supports the specialization.
Thereâ€™s a writing structure that supports instance creation. The topic archetyping is an expression of user assistance.
(Eric Hennum â€“ well-phrased) The existing DITA DTDs populate the architecture with a topic vocabulary.

(Eric Hennum, responding to Eric Hickson) Possible to define the DITA specialization principles and DTD
implementation mechanisms independent of the topic vocabulary. (Joann) Apply to other domains? (Eric Hennum) Yes,
but puts us at risk of people using specialization when keeping types together / integrating into a single type hierarchy
using the topic architecture would be better.

(Joann) no position, but important to separate the argument/ideas about specialization within the document. (Eric
Hennum) resolution: there should be a logical separation between specialization and a topic architecture in the DITA
specification. (Don) Proposed. Carried without objection. Agreed to defer physical structure questions.

5. List issues: 
- Table accessibility: Don found info in the Docbook TC list. Nancy will consult with Docbook TC and report in two
weeks. â€¦. Docbook add a summary element? Duplicate same information twice?
- Terminology: close on "document type?" Left open when Michael Priestly, Joann, and Eliot are in attendance.

5. OASIS member awareness:
- proposed new IPR policy: (Don) must state up front whether there is intellectual property to be placed on board. On
members page.
- proposed new naming guidelines [ for OASIS materials ]. Applies to names of files that are produced.
- proposed new TC Process guidelines. (Don) Clarification of membership. Members are the only ones who are
supposed to be participating in technical discussions and mailing lists. The OASIS point of view is that observers should
not be contributing â€¦ they should attend as members in order to contribute. Observers should provide input through the
comment mechanism. Potential to interfere with present working dynamic. Mike Wethington (BMC), so are glad to hear
from Eric Hickson. We receive great input from others at IBM aside from Michael Priestly, the designated contact.
Discussion here but no binding decision. Observers who are not from a company that is a sponsor member would be
limited in what they could do, so there is pressure to join. Note that itâ€™s better to have a single voice for each
company. (Nancy) Second, more members could mean more difficulty reaching quorum. (Don) Number of members
and observers is approximately equal. In conclusion, find notes from Karl Best or originating message on list, and
consider having your support team at your company take a look at this material and respond as you see fit. How would
things work best for OASIS? Do these guidelines miss an opportunity for an interaction mode that is beneficial?



6. If we have quorum, vote on whether to keep the full set of DITA features for mitigating table migration
(Don) Include table accessibility. Wait for a fuller summary. â€œTableâ€  this until we have a fuller summary. (Don)
Resolution: bring this up in two weeks.

7. AOB? 

(Don) Hearing no other business â€¦ keep an eye on the user group, to foster the community.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 
(Eric Hennum) resolution: there should be a logical separation between specialization and a topic architecture in the
DITA specification. (Don) Proposed. Carried without objection. Agreed to defer physical structure questions.

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general 
extensibility and the creation of new elements not 
necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open 
(not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion 
of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of 
7/20/04. 

022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo, 
as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still 
pending as of 7/20/04. 

036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA 
namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page 
that describes what DITA does, etc. Still pending 8/17/04. 

040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create 
an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order 
to create the 1.0 spec. Create a list of these items and 
post it in the Documents area of the website. >>> This will 
be ongoing. 

043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to 
the introduction. <<< Still pending as of 9/7/04. 

051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute 
and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms). 
055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to the list. 
Ongoing. 



054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about vocabulary 
(terminology discussion) to the list. 

058 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Compose a short note to the TAC. 

059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to keep 
the full set of features for mitigating table migration. 

Â  Â 060 Indi Liepa, 10/05/04 -- forward comments from audit of Nokia's
Â  Â  Â  Â specialization process

Â  Â 061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- reply to image align and tm notes in
Â  Â  Â  Â dita-users

Â  Â 062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
Â  Â  Â  Â specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends Jarno to work with him)

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual 
introduction be? >>> We'll get this from JoAnn. 

006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in 
a separate specification in order to make it easier to use 
in other XML applications that otherwise have no 
relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing. 

008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues. New as 
of 8/31/04. 

009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda 
for future discussion. 

010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based 
architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this 
into the "Best Practices" document. 

011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of 
graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.). 
Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element, 
which in HTML subsumes the <img> element. 

<END> 
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 02 NOV 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Nov 2004 12:36:50 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 2 Nov 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    0. Scribe for today's minutes 

    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 12 October
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00004.html

    3. Specification status (watch the list for notices of latest
updates)
        - PDF:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
        - CHM:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
        - zipped source:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html

    4. Tables
        - accessibility
            - original note:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200410/msg00009.html
            - follow-up:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00003.html
        - dita features for tables:
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00009.html

    5. Recommendation on namespaces
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200410/msg00015.html

    6. List issues: 
        - terminology: "vocabulary" or "document type"
        - dita-users: image/@align, tm/image

    7. DTD cleanup
        - (Oct 5: France Baril will investigate and return with some
options)
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    8. Announcements (will post this info to the list if we don't cover
today)
        - OASIS Forum in New orleans (Lapeyre)
        - XML 2004 posters (Lapeyre)
        - DITA track at Content Management conference (Hackos)
        - OASIS Symposium: The Future of XML Vocabularies (Harnad)

    9. AOB? 

    - Schedule reminder:
        - 17 Aug 2004 
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft of
                  first section and send out for review.  
                - Begin review of 1st section.
        - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
        - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
        - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section; beginning
                  of final review
        - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
        - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    0. Scribe for today's minutes 
        - Seraphim is back on board to take the minutes.

    1. Roll call
        - 12 of 18 -- we do have a quorum
        - Roll Call to be posted to the TC List separately.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 12 October
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00004.html
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Specification status (watch the list for notices of latest
updates)
        - PDF:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
        - CHM:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
        - zipped source:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html

        - Action Item for everyone -- Provide comments to Michael
          Priestley on the draft over the next week -- provide
          comments to Michael by Friday (Action Item 063).  Then
          Michael will have the next iteration ready for the 11/9
          meeting (Action Item 064).
            - We will continue this process till we are closer to
              completion.
            - We will shoot for 12/15 for final release, but Michael
              thinks it could possibly take till mid-January.

    4. Tables
        - Accessibility
            - original note:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200410/msg00009.html
            - follow-up:
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00003.html
            - Discussion -- 
                - Don -- Liason with DocBook -- we need to keep up
                  a relationship here.  It would be nice if both
                  DocBook and DITA had the same approach to handling
                  CALS/HTML formats for tables.
                - Michael Priestley -- Are we deferring any
                  functionality currently used by IBM, to the 2.0
                  release?
                - Don -- No, we are deferring only the accessibility
                  issued mentioned in the msg00009 above.  
                - Don -- For 1.0, Don proposes that we postpone
                  discussion of the issue of accessibility.  DocBook
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                  will take a while to implement this anyway.
            - Proposal -- 
                - Don proposes to defer the accessibility issue to
                  post-1.0; we will track it together with DocBook
                  at that point.
            - Decision -- Proposal accepted by acclamation.

        - DITA features for tables:
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200409/msg00009.html
              -- This basically shows the differences between the
              DITA model and the Exchange model.
            - Discussion -- 
                - Let's strike @expanse from this list, since we'll
                  inherit @pgwidth from the Exchange model.
                - Let's add %id-atts to <entry>
            - Action Item for Don -- Don will edit the msg00009 to
              incorporate the changes based on our discussion, and
              send out again as a new proposal (to be decided by
              ballot, or at next meeting with no discussion --
              discussion to take place by email).  (Action Item
              065).

    5. Recommendation on namespaces
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200410/msg00015.html
        - Proposal -- Bruce Esrig proposes that the message
          discussed here, with the modifications indicated below, be
          adopted.
            - (Item 1) Attribute *will* be renamed to
              DITAArchVersion
            - (Item 2) The OASIS TC will *recommend* this design
              pattern for all shells. 
        - Decision -- Proposal accepted by acclamation.

    6. List issues: 
        - terminology: "vocabulary" or "document type"
        - dita-users: image/@align, tm/image

    7. DTD cleanup
        - (Oct 5: France Baril will investigate and return with some
options)

    8. Announcements (will post this info to the list if we don't cover
today)
        - OASIS Forum in New orleans (Lapeyre)
        - XML 2004 posters (Lapeyre)
        - DITA track at Content Management conference (Hackos)
        - OASIS Symposium: The Future of XML Vocabularies (Harnad)

    9. AOB? 

** Summary of Decisions ** 
-------------------------- 

    - Decision -- Defer the accessibility issue to post-1.0; we will
track it
      together with DocBook at that point.  (See Item 4 in minutes.)

    - Decision -- Make changes to the namespace recommendations, as
      indicated in the minutes.  (See Item 5 in minutes.)
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about general
        extensibility and the creation of new elements not
        necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still open
        (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list. Still pending as of
        7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS page
        that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending 8/17/04.
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    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement to
        the introduction.  <<< Done as of 11/2/04.

    051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale attribute
        and related issues to the list (presentation mechanisms).

    052 Don Day, 9/14/04 -- Is anyone other than IBM actually using
        the scale attribute? Don to ask on dita-users forum; get
        usage info for next week's discussion. <<< We haven't heard
        from anyone else, so we'll assume that IBM is the primary
        user that has significant legacy usage of the @scale
        attribute.  Closed 9/28/04.

    054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about vocabulary
        (terminology discussion) to the list.

    055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to the list.
        Ongoing.

    058 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Compose a short note to the TAC.
        10/12/04 -- Need to write up the notes.

    059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to keep
        the full set of features for mitigating table migration.

    060 Indi Liepa, 10/05/04 -- forward comments from audit of
        Nokia's specialization process Closed today: Indi Leepa
        comments. Have been transmitted to DITA user group. <<< Done
        as of 11/2/04.

    061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- reply to image align and tm notes in
        dita-users.

    062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
        specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends Jarno to
        work with him)

    063 All, 11/02/04 -- Provide comments to Michael
          Priestley on the draft over the next week -- provide
          comments to Michael by Friday 11/5/04.  (See item 3 in the
          11/02/04 minutes for URLs).

    064 Michael Priestley, 11/02/04 -- Incorporate comments into
        draft specification; prepare new iteration for 11/9
        meeting.

    065 Don Day, 11/02/04 -- Don will edit the msg00009 to
        incorporate the changes based on our discussion, and send
        out again as a new proposal (to be decided by ballot, or at
        next meeting with no discussion -- discussion to take place
        by email).

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing? >>> Ongoing.

    008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New as
        of 8/31/04.

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
        for future discussion.

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
        into the "Best Practices" document.

    011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of



        graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
        Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
        which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.
    

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Technical Writer                          Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 09 NOV 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 9 Nov 2004 10:09:28 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 09 Nov 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 2 November
         -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00006.html

    3. Specification status

    4. Tables
         - Formal vote on revised DITA feature proposal:

    5. List issues: 
         - terminology: "vocabulary" or "document type"
         - dita-users: image/@align, tm/image

    6. DTD cleanup 
        - (Oct 5: France Baril will investigate and return with
          some options)

    7. AOB? 
    
    - Schedule reminder:
        - 17 Aug 2004 
                - First major milestone -- complete first draft
                  of first section and send out for review.  
                - Begin review of 1st section.
        - 07 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 1st section; begin
                  review of 2nd section.
        - 28 Sep 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 2nd section; begin
                  review of 3rd section.  
        - 19 Oct 2004
                - Complete review/revision of 3rd section;
                  beginning of final review
        - 02 Nov 2004
                - Complete final review
        - 16 Nov 2004
                - Release 1.0 spec to OASIS
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** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call
        - We have 11 of 18 --> QUORUM
        - Roll Call to be posted to the TC List separately.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 2 November
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00006.html
        - We went through the summary of decisions; the action
          items; the issues to be resolved.
        - Minutes approved.

    3. Specification status
        - Michael Priestley (MP) is still incorporating the
          comments; it's not ready for the next iteration.
        - MP has read the comments -- they are really good!
          Thanks to those who have contributed their comments so
          far!
        - MP expects to have the next iteration ready for next
          meeting.
        - Action required for all -- please continue to review
          and send comments to Michael!  
            - PDF:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
            - CHM:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
            - zipped source:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html
        - MP does not think he needs any additional help -- just
          the reviews.

    4. Tables
         - Formal vote on revised DITA feature proposal:  
            -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200411/
msg00009.html
            - Approved by acclamation.

    5. List issues: 
         - terminology: "vocabulary" or "document type"
            - There was discussion on the validity and clarity
              of the term "vocabulary".
            - The term "vocabulary" already does seem to have an
              industry-standard usage, even though this usage is
              not entirely appropriate or precise.
            - Proposal by Bruce Esrig -- Let Michael give it his
              best shot in the next draft of the spec, and we'll
              discuss it in our review of the spec.  Proposal
              seconded and approved by acclamation.  Action for
              Michael.
         
         - dita-users: image/@align, tm/image
            - Not covered

    6. DTD cleanup 
        - (Oct 5: France Baril will investigate and return with
          some options)
            - Not covered.

    7. AOB? 
        - Not covered.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
--------------------------
    - The revised DITA table feature proposal was APPPROVED
 
(http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200411
/msg00009.html)

    - Michael will give the "vocabulary" terminology explanation
      his best shot in the next draft of the spec, where it will
      be reviewed by everyone.
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    017 Shawn Jordan -- Post to the TC list his ideas about
        general extensibility and the creation of new elements

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00006.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200411/
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200411


        not necessarily descended from the Topic element. Still
        open (not an immediate deliverable -- for post-1.0). 

    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the
        discussion of substitution and post to the TC list.
        Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study"
        tutorial/demo, as per JoAnn's comments regarding the
        DITA sessions. Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

    036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
        namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS
        page that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending
        8/17/04.

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to
        create an inventory of all the things we need to close
        on in order to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of
        these items and post it in the Documents area of the
        website.  >>> This will be ongoing.

    043 Michael Priestley -- Add a straw-man audience statement
        to the introduction.  <<< Done as of 11/2/04.

    051 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale
        attribute and related issues to the list (presentation
        mechanisms).

    052 Don Day, 9/14/04 -- Is anyone other than IBM actually
        using the scale attribute? Don to ask on dita-users
        forum; get usage info for next week's discussion. <<< We
        haven't heard from anyone else, so we'll assume that IBM
        is the primary user that has significant legacy usage of
        the @scale attribute.  Closed 9/28/04.

    054 Erik Hennum, 9/14/04 -- Provide a comment about
        vocabulary (terminology discussion) to the list.  <<<
        Closed 11/9/04.

    055 Don, 9/21/04 -- Take the @scale discussion to the list.
        Ongoing.

    058 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Compose a short note to the TAC.
        10/12/04 -- Need to write up the notes.  <<< Don will
        write up a summary.  Closed 11/9/04.

    059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to
        keep the full set of features for mitigating table
        migration.  <<< Agenda item for 11/9/04.

    060 Indi Liepa, 10/05/04 -- forward comments from audit of
        Nokia's specialization process Closed today: Indi Leepa
        comments. Have been transmitted to DITA user group. <<<
        Done as of 11/2/04.

    061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- Reply to image align and tm notes
        in dita-users.  <<< Agenda item for 11/9/04.

    062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
        specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends
        Jarno to work with him)

    063 All, 11/02/04, 11/09/04 -- Provide comments to Michael
        Priestley on the draft -- provide comments to Michael
        ASAP.  Here are the URLs for the draft -- 

            - PDF:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
            - CHM:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
            - zipped source:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html

        Michael Priestley to incorporate comments into draft
        specification; prepare new iteration for 11/16 meeting.

    065 Don Day, 11/02/04 -- Don will edit the msg00009 to
        incorporate the changes based on our discussion, and
        send out again as a new proposal (to be decided by
        ballot, or at next meeting with no discussion --

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00000.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00001.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00002.html


        discussion to take place by email).

    066 Don Day, 11/09/04 -- Don has a list of bug fixes to
        submit.

    067 Michael Priestley, 11/09/04 -- Michael will give the
        "vocabulary" terminology explanation his best shot in
        the next draft of the spec, where it will be reviewed by
        everyone.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 

    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the
        conceptual introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from
        JoAnn.  >>> Still pending as of 11/9/04.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be
        documented in a separate specification in order to make
        it easier to use in other XML applications that
        otherwise have no relationship to topic-based writing?
        >>> Ongoing.

    008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New
        as of 8/31/04.  >>> Resolved as of 11/9/04.

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the
        agenda for future discussion.

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate
        this into the "Best Practices" document.

    011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment
        of graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
        Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
        which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Technical Writer                          Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 30 NOV 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: "DITA TC list " <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2004 09:38:51 -0600

MEETING MINUTES -- 30 Nov 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
0. Request for scribe

1. Roll call

2. Review/approve minutes from 9 November
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00013.html

3. Specification status

4. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0): 
- Bugs reported on current DITA DTDs and Schemas
- Should <tm> allow images or logoized content?
- Should <keyword> be allowed to nest?

5. AOB? 

** Minutes ** 
------------- 

   0. Scribe: Michael Priestley (amended by Don Day)

   1. Roll call
       - We have 15 of 19 --> QUORUM
       - Roll Call to be posted to the TC List separately.
       - Acknowledged Erik Hixson's Member status as of this meeting

   2. Review/approve minutes from 30 November
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00013.html
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        - We went through the summary of decisions; the action
         items; the issues to be resolved.
       - Minutes approved.

   3. Specification status
      - Notes as taken by Michael Priestley:

Terminology - Information type 
- Can we really call a kind of map an information type? I currently think of information type and topic type as
synonyms. 

HICKSON: TYPE USED INCONSISTENTLY
SHOULD BE USED ONLY WITH TOPICS, DOCUMENTS, MAPS
INFORMATION TYPE REDUNDANT WITH TOPIC TYPE

DAY: INFORMATION TYPE HAS EXISTING USAGE HISTORY WITH MINIMALISM

HICKSON: CONFUSION GIVEN INFOTYPE AND TOPICTYPE REDUNDANT SYNONYMS

MP: MOVE DISCUSSION INTO THE "WHY TOPICS", REMOVE INFO TYPE ELSEWHERE

Terminology - Document type declaration shell 
- This sounds awkward to me - is there a more elegant way to distinguish between the document type in abstract versus
the actual file instance of the document type? 

ESRIG: CONSIDER REMOVING SHELL FROM MODEL, DECLARATION FROM TERM
HIXON: DECLARATION IS PROBLEMATIC TERM - REMOVE IT; AND KEEP SCHEMA/DTD SEPARATE -
BOTH DESCRIBE DOCUMENT TYPES
MP: EXTEND TO MODULES - REMOVE MODULES FROM MODEL LEVEL, REMOVE DECLARATION FROM
DECLARATION LEVEL (MODULE ENOUGH)
DAY: IS OUR USE OF MODULE DIFFERENT FROM DOCBOOK?
MP: TAKEN FROM XHTML USAGE - IS A COMPONENT OF A DOCUMENT TYPE
NANCY HARRISON: USAGE IS CONSISTENT (SENT VIA SAMETIME)
MP: SUMMARY
MODEL LEVEL: REMOVE "MODULE" AND "SHELL" TERMINOLOGY
DECLARATION LEVEL: USE "MODULE" AND "SHELL", REMOVE "DECLARATION"
PLEASE REVIEW IN NEXT DRAFT

Specialization concepts - Introduction to generalization 
- copying content here from the more complete coverage later on, to act as a placeholder. Maybe rather than have whole
topics on generalization, specialization, information types, maps, etc. in the introduction, we could move those topics
out to the relevant parts of the spec and slim the intro down to just a definition list, within the terminology section. 

MP: PROPOSAL TO SLIM DOWN INTRO, CONSOLIDATE INFO IN SPEC SECTIONS, LEAVE INTRO AS
SUMMARY

Namespace and identifiers 
- (need to incorporate this) 

DITA markup 
- (linking to children not working because children are topicheads - add intro topics for sub-branches) 



Metadata attributes - audience 
- Something in that last bit must be wrong. If you define the combination in the topic metadata, why would you need to
apply it on a content element. Doesn't it already apply to the entire topic? Wouldn't you want to use a reference or key to
apply metadata, anyway? 

MP: ADD MORE EXPLANATION OF HOW THIS WORKS AND WHY - ATTRIBUTE MAY LIST A SUBSET OF
AUDIENCES IN PROLOG; KEY MAY ALSO BE TO DEFINITION SOMEWHERE

DAY: ALSO NEED EXPLANATION OF CONDITIONAL PROCESSING: AUDIENCE AS METADATA VERSUS
AUDIENCE AS SELECTION ATTRIBUTE
DAY: SAME DISCUSSION APPLIES TO PLATFORM AND PRODUCT
MP: WILL EXPAND DISCUSSION, CONTRAST AND COMPARE; ALSO ADD TOPIC FOR CONDITIONAL
PROCESSING

Topics 
- I'm not sure what the following two lines in the outline have to do with topics. Looks like notes about the DTD
structures? Ah, perhaps we need to discuss how the structure relates to the design. 
(probably okay to delete this comment - just need to clean up outline left from earlier draft) 

Information types 
- this usage of information type differs from what we've called out in the terminology section (where it's used to
describe maps as well). We need some decisions here. 

Common DITA map attributes - toc, navtitle, locktitle 
- navtitle should really be an element for parallelism with the topic metadata. We should consider changing this to a
"prototitle" attribute or something similar, for the sake of creating a title only for prototyping purposes. (IE, defining a
topic's href and title in the map before it exists, and then creating a skeleton topic from the information in the map).
Probably a post-1.0 change, but should discuss. 

DITA map structure 
- could add metadata at the row level, and collection-type attributes at the column level, to allow more flexible
managament. Post 1.0 

Inheritance of attributes and metadata 
- (extraneous bullet appearing for some reason) 

Why specialization in content? 
- (needs beefing up) 

Class attribute syntax 
- (should probably move up one level - single children in a TOC are problematic) 
- to discuss from paul grosso: should we require an ending blank, or is this needless overhead for the specializer since
this could be handled by more intelligent checking in the XSLT? My (MPs) thought is that both the DTDs and the
XSLT are really outside the domain of the user, and there is a fair chance that a specializer is also writing XSLT or
something similar. So the question is not whether we can punt to code, but whether the system of dtd+xslt is simpler
with the blank or without the blank - the DTDs and the XSLT are probably being extended/specialized by the same
group of people, so we're not saving them grief if we make one simpler at the cost of the other, unless there is indeed a
net savings for the system. And in this case, I think the increased complexity of the XSLT match statement syntax -
which is already pretty scary - outweighs the decreased complexity of the class attribute syntax. 

PAUL GROSSO: WOULD BE SAFER FOR PROCESSOR TO HANDLE, BUT PAUL CAN LIVE WITH IT AT
LEAST FOR 1.0
BUT WOULD BE NICE IF THERE WERE AN EASIER WAY



MP: RAISE AS POST 1.0 CONCERN

TO RESUME HERE NEXT WEEK

   4. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0):
       - Not covered.

   5. AOB? 
       - Not covered.

** Summary of Decisions ** 
--------------------------
None necessary this time

  

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
   021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the
       discussion of substitution and post to the TC list.
       Still pending as of 7/20/04. 
       >>>11/30/04: Action: Michael Priestley to add note to conref
       that people may substitute conref targets at build time

   022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study"
       tutorial/demo, as per JoAnn's comments regarding the
       DITA sessions. Still pending as of 7/20/04. 

   036 Shawn Jordan -- Investigate where to point the DITA
       namespace -- where does the URL point? Maybe an OASIS
       page that describes what DITA does, etc.   Still pending
       8/17/04.  >>> 11/30/04: Done per previous TC decision
       on namespaces for 1.0

   040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to
       create an inventory of all the things we need to close
       on in order to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of
       these items and post it in the Documents area of the
       website.  >>> This will be ongoing.

   051, 055 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale
       attribute and related issues to the list (presentation
       mechanisms). (merge with next...)

   059 Don Day, 9/28/04 -- Open a ballot to decide whether to
       keep the full set of features for mitigating table
       migration.  <<< Closed as of 11/30/04 (decided in previous
       meeting)

  *061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- Reply to image align and tm notes
       in dita-users.  >>> Agenda item for 11/9/04.
       <<<11/30/04: image align issue is a doc mistake, corrected in
       the "dita132" toolkit version of Language Reference source.

   062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
       specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends
       Jarno to work with him)

   063 All, 11/02/04, 11/09/04 -- Provide comments to Michael
       Priestley on the draft -- provide comments to Michael
       ASAP. 
       Michael Priestley to incorporate comments into draft



       specification; prepare new iteration for 11/16 meeting.
       >>> 11/30/04 in progress

  *065 Don Day, 11/02/04 -- Don will edit the msg00009 to
       incorporate the changes based on our discussion, and
       send out again as a new proposal (to be decided by
       ballot, or at next meeting with no discussion --
       discussion to take place by email).
       >>> 11/30/04 done either way

       Will be done consistently with docbook

       ACTION: Nancy Harrison to send summary of DocBook table
       accessibility additions to TC list

   066 Don Day, 11/09/04 -- Don has a list of bug fixes to
       submit. >>> Done 11/30/04 

   067 Michael Priestley, 11/09/04 -- Michael will give the
       "vocabulary" terminology explanation his best shot in
       the next draft of the spec, where it will be reviewed by
       everyone.
       >>> Done 11/30/04

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 

   005 All -- What should the scope and length of the
       conceptual introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from
       JoAnn.  >>> Still pending as of 11/9/04.
       >>> 11/30/04: to discuss in issues list for spec

   006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be
       documented in a separate specification in order to make
       it easier to use in other XML applications that
       otherwise have no relationship to topic-based writing?
       >>> Ongoing.
       >>> 11/30/04: - add to spec issues list

   008 Namespace Subcommittee -- Decide namespace issues.  New
       as of 8/31/04.  >>> Resolved as of 11/9/04.

   009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the
       agenda for future discussion.

   010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
       architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate
       this into the "Best Practices" document.

   011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment
       of graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
       Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
       which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.
       >>> 11/30/04: see Actions 51, 55 above.

<END> 

Regards,
--
Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Chair, OASIS DITA Technical Committee



IBM Lead DITA Architect
11501 Burnet Rd., MS 9037D018, Austin TX 78758
Ph. 512-838-8550 (T/L 678-8550)

"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?"
--T.S. Eliot
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Subject: MEETING MINUTES -- 07 DEC 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

From: "Larsen, Seraphim L" <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2004 10:08:30 -0700

MEETING MINUTES -- 07 Dec 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 
    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 30 November (if available on the
       list yet)

    3. Specification status
        -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/10226/dit
aspec.pdf
        -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/10225/dit
aspec.chm
        - "issues for discussion in specification" (start from
          "Domains attribute") --
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00022.html

    4. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0):
        - Bugs reported on current DITA DTDs and Schemas
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00023.html
        - Should <tm> allow images or logoized content?
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00024.html
        - Should <keyword> be allowed to nest?
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00025.html

    5. AOB?

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
    1. Roll call -- 11 of 21 => QUORUM

    2. Review/approve minutes from 30 November (if available on the
       list yet)
        - Minutes approved as discussed.

    3. Specification status
        -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/10226/dit
aspec.pdf
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        -
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/10225/dit
aspec.chm
        - "issues for discussion in specification" (start from
          "Domains attribute") --
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00022.html
            - We went through this list and resolved open issues.
            - Regarding the "Modularization in CSS" issue -- We need
              to make sure we are in conformance with the CSS spec.
              We should test on Mozilla, IE, and Opera.
            - Additional issues, not included in the list -- 
                - Specialization as a separate spec?
                    - Do we want to spin this off as a separate
                      spec?  (so that people can use DITA's
                      specialization features on a different base
                      class)
                    - What is the impact (if any) of someone
                      creating a new base class from which to
                      specialize?
                    - Eliot wants to spin it off -- his clients
                      don't want to use the base topics.  It's not
                      enough just to say that specialization can be
                      used independently -- no one will catch that,
                      and will assume you must use DITA as
                      a package.
                    - Paul -- We don't have time to keep spinning
                      things off and incorporate more things.  Let's
                      do it later.  Let's finish the 1.0 as
                      a baseline and get it out the door.
                    - Don -- What would be the practical impact on
                      the TC?
                        - We'd have to maintain two different specs
                        - How would this affect our decision-making
                          procedures, etc.?
                    - Michael -- Maybe we should have a section on
                      "breaking the architecture" -- adding new base
                      classes, adding metadata attributes, etc.  "If
                      you want to break it, here's how to break it."
                    - Nancy Harrison made some good comments but
                      I couldn't catch them!
                    - Seraphim -- Spinning off the specialization
                      seems contradictory to one of our goals, to
                      provide a single DITA standard that can be
                      used as a basis to share information between
                      anyone who uses DITA.  Let's look at WHY
                      people see the need to do that -- why the DITA
                      base classes are inadequate -- and address
                      that.  
                    - Erik Hixson -- Let's do it a white paper on
                      how to use the specialization technique -- NOT
                      spin it off as a separate spec.  This relieves
                      us of the burden of maintaining a separate
                      spec that is not in line with our goals.
                    - Michael and Eliot continued the discussion,
                      Michael making the case that if you use
                      different base classes you can't use most of
                      the content of the DITA architecture and you
                      break compatibility and reuse; and Eliot
                      making the case that sometimes business
                      requirements dictate the use of different base
                      classes.
                    - Michael -- shall we add a topic to the
                      specialization section explaining how to break
                      it?  Why would you want to do that?  What
                      would be a serious enough difference that
                      would necessitate a new base class, rather
                      than a specilization off existing base
                      classes?
                    - Nancy Harrison -- Eliot can provide guidance
                      on this, since he has a lot of experience with
                      this!
                    - Paul -- All this stuff is great, but we need
                      to get the 1.0 release done!
                    - Don -- Let's see if we can get all this
                      wrapped into the 1.0 spec without splitting it
                      off -- but let's continue the discussion!

    4. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0):  
        - No time, not addressed.

    5. AOB?

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/10225/dit
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00022.html
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** Summary of Decisions ** 
--------------------------
    - None
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list.  Still pending as
        of 7/20/04.  >>>11/30/04: Action: Michael Priestley to add
        note to conref that people may substitute conref targets at
        build time

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    051 055 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale
        attribute and related issues to the list (presentation
        mechanisms). (merge with next...)
    
    061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- Reply to image align and tm notes in
        dita-users.  >>> Agenda item for 11/9/04.  <<<11/30/04:
        image align issue is a doc mistake, corrected in the
        "dita132" toolkit version of Language Reference source.

    062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
        specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends Jarno to
        work with him)

    063 All, 11/02/04, 11/09/04 -- Provide comments to Michael
        Priestley on the draft -- provide comments to Michael ASAP.
        Michael Priestley to incorporate comments into draft
        specification; prepare new iteration for 11/16 meeting.  >>>
        11/30/04 in progress

    068 Nancy Harrison to send summary of DocBook table
        accessibility additions to TC list

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.  >>> Still
        pending as of 11/9/04.  >>> 11/30/04: Closed.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing?  >>> Ongoing.  >>>
        11/30/04: - add to spec issues list  

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
        for future discussion.

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
        into the "Best Practices" document.

    011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of
        graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
        Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
        which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.  >>> 11/30/04: see
        Actions 051, 055 above.

<END> 

___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Technical Writer                          Intel Corporation
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(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
___________________________________________________________
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MEETING MINUTES -- 14 Dec 2004 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
*** Please see Action Items and Decision Summary at the end *** 

** Agenda ** 
------------ 

    1. Roll call

    2. Review/approve minutes from 07 December
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00003.html

    3. Specification status
        - Proposal for terminology change (structural
          specialization):
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00023.html
        - Two suggestsions for the DITA 1.0 Specification:
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00024.html

    4. New: Recommendation for adding explicit sectionheadings to
       all DTD/schema files:
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00026.html
        
    5. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0):
        - Bugs reported on current DITA DTDs and Schemas and Bug
          list addition
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00023.html
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00028.html
        - Should <tm> allow images or logoized content?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00024.html
        - Should <keyword> be allowed to nest?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00025.html

    6. AOB?

** Minutes ** 
------------- 
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    1. Roll call
        - We have 13 of 20 => QUORUM
        - Proposal -- to skip the next couple of weeks and resume
          meeting Tuesday, January 4th.
            - Accepted by acclamation.

    2. Review/approve minutes from 07 December
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00003.html
        - We reviewed last week's minutes
        - Minutes approved by acclamation

    3. Specification status
        - Vote on whether to break out the specialization mechanism
          as a separate specification.
            - Proposal -- To keep the specialization mechanism
              within the 1.0 spec, and defer discussion on what to
              do with it for the 2.0 spec.
                - No objections, approved by acclamation.
            - Proposal -- To include Eliot's paragraph (Message 7 in
              the December archives), explicitly saying that
              specialization can be used outside of DITA, to be
              reworded by Michael in the specialization section of
              the 1.0 spec.  We can still have a white paper on this
              idea, that explains how to apply specialization to new
              architectures.
                - Michael will work with Eliot and Erik to clarify
                  how to word this.  
                - Accepted by acclamation.
        - Proposal for terminology change ("structural
          specialization"):
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00023.html
            - Eliot isn't happy with it; there can also be semantic
              specialization that doesn't modify the structure.  
            - Michael agrees, but can't think of a better term.
            - Discussion ensued...
            - In the end, we decided (by acclamation) to allow
              Michael to make the proposed change.
        - Two suggestions for the DITA 1.0 Specification (from Eric
          Hixson):
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00024.html
            - Proposal -- to include this information into the
              specialization section of the spec.
                - No objections, accepted by acclamation.

    4. New: Recommendation for adding explicit sectionheadings to
       all DTD/schema files:
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00026.html
        - Proposal -- To follow the convention of annotating
          sections in the DTD, MOD, and ENT file; exact naming will
          be worked out later.
            - No objections, accepted by acclamation.

    5. List issues (triage as potential post-1.0):
        - Bugs reported on current DITA DTDs and Schemas and Bug
          list addition
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00023.html
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00028.html
            - Proposal -- Don to make the bug fixes based on
              recommendations 1-5 and 8.
                - No objections, accepted by acclamation.
        - Should <tm> allow images or logoized content?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00024.html
            - NO TIME, NOT COVERED
        - Should <keyword> be allowed to nest?
            -
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00025.html
            - NO TIME, NOT COVERED

    6. AOB?
        - NO TIME, NOT COVERED

** Summary of Decisions ** 
--------------------------
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    - We had a record number of decisions today!  :)

    - DECISION -- We will skip meeting on 12/21 and 12/28; next
      meeting will be Tuesday, January 4th, 2005.

    - DECISION -- To keep the specialization mechanism within the
      1.0 spec (not spin it off separately), and defer discussion on
      what to do with it for the 2.0 spec.

    - DECISION -- To include Eliot's paragraph (Message 7 in the
      December archives, explicitly saying that specialization can
      be used outside of DITA, to be reworded by Michael) in the
      specialization section of the 1.0 spec.  We can still have
      a white paper on this idea, that explains how to apply
      specialization to new architectures.

    - DECISION -- To use the term "structural specialization" (cf.
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00023.html).

    - DECISION -- To include Eric Hixson's suggestions
      (http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00024.html)
      in the specialization section of the 1.0 spec.

    - DECISION -- To follow the convention of annotating sections in
      the DTD, MOD, and ENT file (details at
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00026.html);
      exact naming will be worked out later.

    - DECISION -- Don to make the bug fixes based on recommendations
      1-5 and 8 (details at
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200411/msg00023.html
      and
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00028.html).
        

** Action Required ** 
--------------------- 
    021 JoAnn Hackos, Michael Priestley -- Summarize the discussion
        of substitution and post to the TC list.  Still pending as
        of 7/20/04.  >>>11/30/04: Action: Michael Priestley to add
        note to conref that people may substitute conref targets at
        build time

    022 Don, Michael -- Put together a "self-study" tutorial/demo,
        as per JoAnn's comments regarding the DITA sessions. Still
        pending as of 7/20/04. 

    040 Don -- Cull the past minutes and discussion list to create
        an inventory of all the things we need to close on in order
        to create the 1.0 spec.  Create a list of these items and
        post it in the Documents area of the website.  >>> This will
        be ongoing.

    051 055 Don Day, 9/7/04 -- Take the discussion of @scale
        attribute and related issues to the list (presentation
        mechanisms). (merge with next...)
    
    061 Don Day, 10/05/04 -- Reply to image align and tm notes in
        dita-users.  >>> Agenda item for 11/9/04.  <<<11/30/04:
        image align issue is a doc mistake, corrected in the
        "dita132" toolkit version of Language Reference source.

    062 Eric Sirois, 10/05/04 -- provide XSLT validation for
        specialized schemas once developed (Indi recommends Jarno to
        work with him)

    063 All, 11/02/04, 11/09/04 -- Provide comments to Michael
        Priestley on the draft -- provide comments to Michael ASAP.
        Michael Priestley to incorporate comments into draft
        specification; prepare new iteration for 11/16 meeting.  >>>
        11/30/04 in progress

    068 Nancy Harrison to send summary of DocBook table
        accessibility additions to TC list.

** Issues to be Resolved ** 
--------------------------- 
    005 All -- What should the scope and length of the conceptual
        introduction be?  >>> We'll get this from JoAnn.  >>> Still

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00023.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200412/msg00024.html
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        pending as of 11/9/04.  >>> 11/30/04: Closed.

    006 All -- Should DITA specialization mechanism be documented in
        a separate specification in order to make it easier to use
        in other XML applications that otherwise have no
        relationship to topic-based writing?  >>> Ongoing.  >>>
        11/30/04: - add to spec issues list  

    009 "Best Practices" document -- Let's put this on the agenda
        for future discussion.

    010 Relationship between DITA and other topic-based
        architectures (such as S1000D) -- Need to incorporate this
        into the "Best Practices" document.

    011 All -- Revisit use of @scale on image (general treatment of
        graphics, ie raster vs vector assumptions, etc.).
        Compare/contrast with controls for the <object> element,
        which in HTML subsumes the <img> element.  >>> 11/30/04: see
        Actions 051, 055 above.

<END> 
___________________________________________________________
Seraphim Larsen                  ICG Technical Publications
Technical Writer                          Intel Corporation
(480) 552-6504                                 Chandler, AZ

The content of this message is my personal opinion only. 
Although I am an employee of Intel, the statements I make 
here in no way represent Intel's position on the issue, nor 
am I authorized to speak on behalf of Intel on this matter.
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